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About time you became a member? 

All members of the CofCC receive a subscription to the  

Citizens Informer newspaper and more.  

Please Check One: 

(   ) One Year Membership / Renewal $36 

(   ) Two Year Membership / Renewal $60 

(   ) Five Year Membership / Renewal $125 

(   ) Lifetime Membership $500 

All life members will receive a special life membership certifi-

cate, suitable for framing, a gold Life Membership Card 

(laminated) and a CofCC lapel pin. 

[   ] Yes, I want to join the CofCC 

[   ] Please renew my membership 

Send with your Check or Money Order payable to:  

Council of Conservative Citizens 

P.O. Box 250 

Potosi, MO 63664-0250 

Name:__________________________________________ 

Address:_________________________________________ 

City:_____________________________________________ 

State & Zip:_______________________________________ 

Phone:___________________________________________ 

[   ] Send my Citizens Informer to me by email. 

Email:____________________________________________ 

A WORD ABOUT MEMBERSHIP: 
All Membership Fees, Renewals and questions regarding INFORMER subscriptions should be sent to our Potosi, Mis-
souri P.O. Box. (Below) 
 
If you receive a Member Renewal, but are currently paid-up for the calendar year, just ignore it. Sometimes there’s a 
delay between the receipt of a Renewal and its inclusion in the Membership Rolls, so occasional “double-billing” can 
occur. PLEASE DO NOT use a Self-Addressed-Stamped-Envelope to inform us of this fact. 
 

POSTSCRIPT ABOUT THE CITIZENS INFORMER: 
Each CITIZENS INFORMER currently costs about $2.50 to print and mail. If a copy is returned to us by the Postal Ser-
vice, the additional cost of each returned copy is about $1.50.  
 
For this reason, we strongly urge Members who are equipped to do so, to receive the Electronic Edition as e-mail.  
 
The advantage to the organization is that it costs nothing to print or mail an issue using e-mail. If everyone would do 
this, we could dramatically reduce the cost of Renewals, since the paper is by far our largest expense. One advantage 
to Members of subscribing electronically is that they will often receive their paper a week or more in advance of those 
delivered by the Postal Service.  
 
A second advantage is that future Electronic Editions will often have additional articles and Letters to the Editor, since 
it does not have the space limitations of the Hard Copy Edition. THE BONUS SECTION BEGINS ON PDF PAGE 41 
 
PLEASE DO NOT EVER SEND US A LETTER INDICATING YOU DO NOT WISH TO RECEIVE THE E-MAIL EDITION OF THE PA-
PER: We assume only those submitting the blue form wish to receive the "e-mail" edition, and all others wish to re-
ceive the "hard-copy" edition. 
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Vol. 52 No. 3 Jul—Sep 2019 Newsstand $2.50 

AMERICA 

Land of the FREE... 

FREE Healthcare 

FREE Education 

FREE Housing 

FREE Welfare 

FREE Meals 

Respect for America’s flag, its laws, its citizens, its history, its language, its culture, its religions and traditions 
is entirely optional. No documentation for entry and residency is required. Assistance with all applications to 
receive benefits will be provided. Sanctuary cities are available for your protection from law enforcement. 

Failure or refusal to register and act as a Democratic voter will result in immediate deportation. 

The world’s migrants all love 
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Membership, Subscriptions & Ads: All business should 
be conducted exclusively through our Potosi, Missouri 
P.O. Box. This includes Letters to the Editors, Member 
Renewals or fees, typed submissions intended for publi-
cation, and any problems with subscriptions or Member-
ship. 
 
Managing Editor Retiring: The CofCC and its staff at the 
CITIZENS INFORMER are sorry to announce the retire-
ment of Sid Secular from our Editorial Staff. For better 
than four years, Sid has ably served the organization as 
the INFORMER’S Managing Editor, and helped return it 
to its former glory. His responsibilities have included the 
“Letters to the Editor” section, his “Managing Editor’s 
Column,” and contacts with a variety of authors and ad-
vertisers. 
 
Sid intends to devote full time to authoring articles for 
submission to a variety of conservative and nationalist 
publications and his own newsletter. If the past is any 
guide, he will focus on the theme of “Third World” immi-
gration and its threat to Western Civilization. The CofCC 
Board of Directors and the Editorial Staff at the INFORM-
ER wish Sid well in his future endeavors. 
 
AFP 2020 Platform: I was asked to write an Introduction 
to the American Freedom Party’s 2020 Platform. I want 
to reassure CofCC Members that I have NOT abandoned 
President Trump, and intend to vote for him and contrib-
ute money to his re-election in 2020. 
 
The AFP was been a loyal ally to the CofCC and its Chair-
man has performed several valuable legal services for us. 
Their generosity makes it difficult for me to decline when 
I am asked to return a favor.  
 
Their candidate for President in 2020 is Rick Tyler of Ten-
nessee, who is also a CofCC Member. Rick is a very bright, 
fearless and articulate guy, and is not under any illusions 
that he will be elected President. Yet, his candidacy 
should be a valuable recruiting tool for the AFP, the 
CofCC, and the white nationalist movement, in general. 
 

EU Parliamentary Elections: Some time ago, we asked 
our friends at Heritage & Destiny to submit an article de-
scribing the fortunes of the major European nationalist 
parties for us “Yanks,” who only follow European elec-
toral politics superficially. Always obliging, Mark Cotterill 
and Peter Rushton sent a long and comprehensive article 
on the subject.  
 
I have finally learned that our readers do not favor long 
articles, so we edited it down quite a bit with the approv-
al of its authors. Originally, it was intended for the June 
issue, but that would mean we’d go to press immediately 
BEFORE the European Union’s Parliamentary Elections in 
late May of 2019. Thus, we decided to wait until after the 
May EUP Elections to publish the piece, and we are re-
lieved we did! 
 
The article by Peter Rushton can be found on page 12, 
and is titled “European Nationalist Parties.” It chronicles 
the stunning and historic successes of most of the major 
European nationalist and “euro-skeptic” parties.   
 
Advocacy: I am frequently asked to publish articles in 
defense of certain high-profile individuals who are incar-
cerated in federal prison and alleged to be “political pris-
oners.” I don’t have a staff, a budget, nor the time to fa-
miliarize myself with someone’s federal criminal appeal. 
On the other hand, there are a number of organizations 
that will do this, such as the Innocence Project. 
 
Arguments sent to me describing someone’s wrongful 
incarceration are rarely the whole story, and those who 
accept such information at face value can be made to 
look very foolish. I have no expertise in this area, and my 
involvement would probably end up like William F. Buck-
ley Jr’s debacle in the early 1960s, when he mistakenly 
came to the defense of murderer Edgar H. Smith Jr.    
 
While I am sympathetic to the plight of anyone tried, 
convicted and incarcerated by the corrupt nigro criminal 
element that traitorously served as Obama’s two Attor-
neys General, my time is better spent concentrating on 
areas where I have some degree of expertise. 

President’s Column 
Organizational Details 

By Earl P. Holt III 
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There is a saying in physics that “nature abhors a vacu-
um”, and when something abdicates or abandons its 
place in the natural order, something else rushes in to fill 
it. That is nature maintaining the status quo. 
 
With the advent of the new Millennium, who would have 
predicted the rise of the Islam in the Middle East, Europe 
and North America? The last time Islam posed a threat to 
the West, men wore knee britches, silk stockings and 
white wigs, and the Ottoman Empire was real. Yet, here 
we are, two decades into the 21st century and there is a 
very real threat from Islam in every corner of the globe, 
from Morocco to Mexico and Nigeria to Norway. Mean-
while, the Christian Church -- once the foundation of 
Western Civilization -- is fast becoming a ghost, and not a 
very Holy One at that!  
 
How have the civilizations of Plato and Aristotle, Caesar 
and Charlemagne, the Bourbons and Thomas Jefferson 
declined, while a 12th century cult -- openly proclaiming 
its murderous intentions towards everything Christian 
and civilized -- is protected by the very governments 
founded on those earlier civilizations? For by employing 
political correctness and the concept of “hate speech” 
under the law, the governments of the West have effec-
tively silenced their own citizens and embraced their de-
mise.  
 
If the cultural and political institutions of the West fail to 
recognize their danger, it is even more incredible that the 
chief target of jihad -- the “infidel” Christian Church -- 
seems equally oblivious to the danger posed by Islam. 
Exploiting Christ’s command to “love one another,” many 
Christians and their churches fail or refuse to understand 
the peril that radical Islam poses to the Christianity and 
to Western civilization, as well.  
 
Meanwhile, the Church often appears blind to the fact 
that Third World revolutionaries have already killed tens, 
perhaps hundreds of thousands of “infidels” in their mad 
crusade to raise the Islamic Crescent over the graves of 
Christianity and Western civilization. 
 
One of the things that many in the West cannot fathom is 
why so many young Westerners embrace Islam. Many 

who do so don’t come from ethnic or racial backgrounds 
that help explain their conversion, since every day more 
and more ordinary Americans and British and French and 
Norwegians embrace the Prophet. Why? And here we 
must return to our opening point; that is, that “nature 
abhors a vacuum.”  
 
At some point in the 20th Century, Western Christianity 
determined to evangelize the young by making it easier 
to be a Christian. Fasting, prayer, tithing, moral absolutes 
and church attendance became to many church leaders a 
barrier to young people attending church services. This 
wrong-headed strategy made great headway during the 
1960s, when many cultural norms were abandoned.  
 
The Church became more “worldly” by changing its tradi-
tions in hopes that disillusioned and narcissistic youth 
would remain “in the fold.” This worked in some instanc-
es, such as the adoption of Saturday Night Mass by the 
Catholic Church, which permitted young Catholics to 
“sleep-in” or participate in Sunday morning sports and 
still maintain an association with their “faith.” It remains 
to be seen how permanent that association will remain 
once those involved are no longer concerned with soccer, 
football and baseball. 
 
While the easing of standards does not affect nominal 
members, young people who seek meaning in their lives -
- and who need a belief system that challenges and ful-
fills their spiritual needs -- may find that Western Christi-
anity no longer does so. Indeed, much of the West’s tep-
id Christianity is more secular than religious. On the other 
hand, for those seeking spiritual fulfillment, Islam pre-
sents an all-encompassing way of life promising rewards 
for believers and punishment for “infidels.”  
 
The on-going struggle between good and evil – one that 
traces its lineage all the way back to the Garden of Eden 
– is a struggle that is necessary for the development of 
both mind and spirit. This is something that today’s Chris-
tian churches need to rediscover while there’s still time, 
IF there’s still time. That is, we must fill our spiritual vacu-
um with Christ, not Allah. If we do not, the burning of 
Notre Dame is only the beginning.  

The Problem with Vacuums 
By Valerie Protopapas 
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Religion Editor’s Column 
WHY GOD IS A NATIONALIST 

By Dr. Ed DeVries 

We often hear clergy sermonize from passages of scrip-
ture such as Psalms 9:17: “The wicked shall be turned 
into hell, and all the nations that forget God.” Or, they 
often quote Proverbs 14:34: “Righteousness exalteth a 
nation: but sin is a reproach to any people.” 
 
Most commonly, we hear these messages on “patriotic” 
holidays such as Independence Day or Memorial Day. 
And, more often than not, the preacher takes these pas-
sages well outside of their proper context. In seminary, 
there was a term for this: We were taught that, “when 
you take a passage out of context you make it a pre-
text.”  
 
I must admit I have also been 
guilty of this, so I am not be-
ing critical of others but 
merely focusing on a com-
mon error for greater scrip-
tural understanding and to 
explain why I believe that the 
God of the Bible is pro-
nationalist. This is especially 
clear when we read in Psalms 
86:9, that God is the creator 
of all the “nations.”  
 
Deuteronomy 32:8 states that “the Most High divided to 
the nations their inheritance,” that is, He gave them the 
lands or territory they were intended to occupy. 
 
Most people mistakenly believe that a nation is a politi-
cal construct with defined borders. However, that 
would be the definition of a “state,” not a “nation.”  
 
By confusing the words “nation” and “state” -- as so 
many have done for so long -- we have perpetuated the 
very mistaken theology that God is the creator of man-
kind’s governments. Taken to its logical conclusions, this 
implies that since God ordained all governments,  these 
governments must always be obeyed.   
 

This erroneous conclusion illustrates the need to proper-
ly define the words found in scripture so that we can un-
derstand them as God intended for us to do. For exam-
ple, in the Old Testament, the Hebrew word for "nation" 
is pronounced “GOY,” meaning “a people.”  
 
The New Testament word for “nation” is pronounced 
“ETHNOS.” It can also be interpreted as “a people,” but 
more specifically, as “a race.”  In the Bible, the word 
“ethnos” is always used to refer to races, peoples, or na-
tions, other than Israel. In other words, “ethnos” are the 
gentile nations.  

 
So while a nation may have a 
state, for example Germany 
has historically been consid-
ered to be a “nation-state,” 
the terms “nation” and 
“state” are NOT interchange-
able. Also, in the modern 
world, many states exist and 
function without an underly-
ing nation as a result of mi-
gration and conquest. Such 
states may govern multiple 
nations.   
 

While a state may need to be held intact by sheer force, 
a nation is a distinctly homogenous people. Nations are 
held intact – or even defined -- by their common racial, 
ethnic or cultural characteristic, such as the “Anglo-
Celts.” Ultimately, a nation is bound together by its  com-
mon history, common culture, common language, com-
mon religion and common traditions. 
 
In the case of the United States government and many of 
the states composing the European Union, the political 
leadership of these states have abused their authority by 
working to displace their respective peoples or nations 
with aliens. The emergence of “nationalist” movements 
all around the world are simply God-created nations 
(Psalm 86:9), reasserting their rights to the places that 

(Continued on page 8) 

Glossary of Terms 
State: A man-made political construct that may include 
multiple  peoples, lands, or nations within defined bor-
ders.  (Example: the modern State of Germany.) 
 
Nation: A distinct people defined by a common cultur-
al characteristics such as race, ethnicity, religion, history 
or language. 
 
Nationalism: The demand by the people of any 
“nation” that their political leaders protect and pro-
mote their interests and those of the underlying and 
pre-existing interests of that nation. 
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Hunter, My Son 
By Earl P. Holt III 

God had ordained for them to occupy in Deuteronomy 
32:8.  
 
As we study the history of the world, especially after we 
have come to appreciate the biblical definition of the 
word “nation,” we realize that “states” come and go. In 
fact, the Russian nation has had 16 different or distinct 
“states” to govern it over a period of more than 1,300 
years, beginning in the 7th century. But the Russian NA-
TION has endured.  
 
Even in the short period of time that our peoples have 
occupied the southeastern portion of the continental 
United States, the “Southern Nation” has had four sepa-
rate and distinct governments. Over the same period of 
time, the “Yankee nation,” has had at least three. Like-
wise,  since 1835, the “Texian nation” (Texas) has had 
four governments.  

 
To repeat: States and their governments come and go, 
but nations endure. States of the world and their govern-
ments are very cognizant of this fact, and that is why 
most of those governments, including our own, fear and 
vilify what they term “nationalism.”  
 
But that need not be the case in the West, because, we 
"nationalists" do not seek to destroy the state. Instead we 
call upon the State and governments to protect and pro-
mote the interests of the underlying nation and its peo-
ple. 
 
(This is the abbreviated form of a lecture Dr. DeVries gave 
at an event co-sponsored by the Council of Conservative 
Citizens and The Barnes Review near Maryland’s Antie-
tam Battlefield. The full lecture is available for $12 on 
DVD (check, cash, silver coin, or postal money order) at: 
Dixie Heritage, Box 618, Lowell, Fla, 32663 or order at 
www.dixieheritage,net. 

NATIONALIST (Continued from page 7) 

Turner Classic Movies recently broadcast a 1949 Spencer 
Tracey movie, Edward, My Son. Although the film has 
universal applicability, its timing could not be better for 
offering an example of life imitating art, and providing 
insight into our current political cesspool. 
 
The film depicts a wealthy British Subject (Lord Bolt) who 
repeatedly goes to extreme and even illegal lengths to 
insulate his sociopath son from the consequences of his 
son’s own misdeeds. The story eventually ends in tragedy 
for nearly everyone, and in particular, for Lord Bolt’s fam-
ily and his son Edward. 
 
The moral lesson is clear: By resorting to illegal and devi-
ous means to insulate a child from the consequences of 
its own behavior, the only lesson learned by the spoiled 
child is that he is “special,” and that rules  applying to 
others do not apply to him. In short, they learn that 
crime really DOES pay. 
 
For our purposes, the significance of the film is its im-
mediate applicability to the efforts of former Vice Presi-
dent Joe Biden to engage in a great deal of profoundly 

illegal and treasonous acts to enrich and then protect 
his youngest son, Hunter.  
 
The most recent scandal to come to light – despite the 
efforts of the Jews’ Media to “spike” it –- involves the 
role Joe Biden played in 2016 in coercing the Ukraine to 
fire its chief prosecutor who, at the time, was investi-
gating illegal business practices that involved Hunter 
Biden.   
 
During a meeting of the Council on Foreign Relations, 
Biden crowed to a room full of crooked globalists that he 
had pressured Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko to 
fire Prosecutor-General Victor Shokin, and thereby end 
the investigation involving his son Hunter. In his capacity 
as Vice President, Biden threatened to withhold $1 Billion 
in badly-needed U.S. aid to war-ravaged Ukraine unless it 
complied. To quote then Vice President Biden in his EX-
ACT words: 
 
“I said, ‘You’re not getting the billion.’ I’m going to be 
leaving here in, I think it was about six hours. I looked at 
them and said: ‘I’m leaving in six hours. If the prosecu-

(Continued on page 9) 
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tor is not fired, you’re not getting the money…’ Well, 
son of a bitch, he got fired. And they put in place some-
one who was solid at the time.”  
 
Prosecutor Victor Shokin was conducting a criminal inves-
tigation into the firm of Burisma Holdings, a Ukrainian 
natural gas company that employed Hunter Biden as a 
board member. The younger Biden was paid at least 
$166,000 PER MONTH, despite having no experience in 
the natural gas industry and despite the fact that he 
couldn’t find the Ukraine on a map. 
 
Prosecutor General Shokin told reporter John Solomon of 
The Hill that he had “specific plans” for conducting the 
investigation into Burisma Holdings, including “all mem-
bers of the executive board, including Hunter Biden.” 
 
Shokin’s firing abruptly ended the Burisma investigation 
without any charges being filed. In 2018, however, the 
current Prosecutor General, Yuri Lutsenko reopened the 
case. He contacted U.S. authorities to suggest that 
Biden’s remarks to the Council on Foreign Relations 
might prove to be of interest to U.S. Justice Department 
officials. 

 
Prosecutor General Lutsenko told John Solomon of The 
Hill that former Vice President Biden had threatened to 
withhold the badly-needed U.S. financial aid, and made it 
conditional upon the firing of Shokin.   
 
It appears that the organized crime wing of the 
“Democrat” Party (headed by the Clintons,) and its com-
munist wing (headed by the Obamas,) discovered a 
technique for enriching themselves, that they  believed 
to be legal and fool-proof.  
 
To end-run U.S. financial disclosure laws, foreign entities 
were led to believe they could avoid detection by enter-
ing into lucrative deals with the offspring or siblings of 
government officials, rather than with officials or their 
spouses. By doing so, they circumvented U.S. Code 18, 
Section 201 that prohibits bribery of public officials.  
 
This treasonous technique may have worked when the 
Department of Justice was run by corrupt nigs and com-
munists – like Eric Holder or Loretta Lynch – or idiots and 
cowards like Jeff Sessions. It is unlikely that it still works 
with new sheriffs in town…  

HUNTER (Continued from page 8) 

The BAD NEWS is that a group of black Muslims who are 
prospective terrorists managed to build a training camp 
near Tuskegee, Alabama. It was described as resembling 
“an abandoned dump,” which is often the best those 
people can do. The GOOD NEWS is that the whole group 
was recently rolled-up by the FBI. 
 
During the Obama Regime, nigro terrorists training to 
carry out attacks on American soil would have been cov-
ertly subsidized by some federal agency, courtesy of our 
first nigro, communist and Muslim President. However, 
there’s a new sheriff in town – including an entirely new 
Department of Justice – so these black bastards will now 
be cooling their heels in The Slam rather than training to 
murder Americans.  
 
The training camp was described in the FBI’s search war-
rant as a “makeshift military-style obstacle course.” It 

was located only a few miles from Tuskegee, and consist-
ed of a small group of Islamists led by a baboon with the 
lyrical sounding name of Siraj Ibn Wahhaj.  
 
If that name sounds familiar to you, it’s because he is the 
same nig who was arrested in 2018 at ANOTHER terrorist 
training camp in New Mexico. Unfortunately, Wahhaj and 
four other prospective mass-murderers in his terrorist 
cell were released without bail by a New Mexico Judge 
named Sarah Backus, a “Democrat” with no business be-
ing on any bench. Wahhaj’s terrorist cell appears to have 
relocated to Alabama. 
 
Federal prosecutors say Wahhaj’s Alabama cell is similar 
to his earlier group in New Mexico, where his compound 
was raided last year by state authorities before its mem-
bers were eventually released by Judge Sarah Backus. 

(Continued on page 10) 

CLOSED for Business 
By Earl P. Holt III 
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Suspects in the new Mexico group were alleged to have 
been training children to execute terror attacks on U.S. 
citizens.  
 
Much like Siraj Wahhaj’s earlier efforts in New Mexico, 
it appears the remains of a child were discovered at the 
Alabama training camp, as well. In both instances the 
children appear to have died of the usual neglect that 
under-evolved species tend to exhibit when they are 
too preoccupied with mass murder to care for the litters 
they drop.  

 
Michael McGarrity, the FBI’s Assistant Director for Coun-
terterrorism testified to Congress that approximately 850 
domestic terrorism investigations currently remain 
“open.” 40 percent of these involve violent extremism 
that is racially motivated. 
 
One important observation is in order: If America didn’t 
welcome so much Third World garbage into our country, 
the FBI would not be stretched to its current capacity 
trying to keep track of all the Jihadists and other terror-
ists that frequently hide among the garbage that wash up 
on our shores.    

CLOSED (Continued from page 9) 

Whistling up Demons 

By Valerie Protopapas 

Some time ago, I joined a heritage “cause” on Facebook. 
The information seemed ordinary—alas that an attack on 
the Confederate battle flag should be “ordinary”—but 
when I accessed the site further, it contained a report on 
a court case involving the Klan and I was warned that this 
site might be of the Klan or an attempt to make it appear 
that those joining it supported the Klan and the very 
thought chilled my blood!  
 
When the original angst had passed, I considered how 
upset I had become by the mere thought that I might be 
associated with the Klan, however falsely. But I began to 
consider why I had been so frightened! What was it 
about the Klan—or what people think about the Klan—
that frightened me? So I considered the facts, especially 
the use being made of the Klan in the present assault 
upon the South. 
 
In fact, the Klan had three incarnations: The first oc-
curred during “Reconstruction,” when its members pro-
tected innocent people—white and black—from the dep-
redations of The Union League, a federal terrorist group. 
This Klan arose because the occupation government re-
fused to protect innocent Southerners from the League’s 
depredations. For wherever and whenever the civil state 
fails to protect its people, groups will  arise to fulfill that 
need. Vigilantes have a bad name but often vigilantism 
has been necessary to protect a helpless citizenry.  

 
After Reconstruction, the need for the Klan ended, and 
so did the Klan in its original form. But its success proved 
irresistible to many in the South because of the threat of 
again falling under the dominance of the Negro and his 
Northern enablers. However, this new Klan was not lim-
ited to Dixie: Many of Its largest chapters were in the Mid
-West, following the northward migration of blacks pro-
duced by the manpower shortage occasioned by World 
War I.  
 
The power of this Klan reached its zenith in the early 
20th Century.  With the rise of the “civil rights move-
ment,” the federal government began to prosecute Klan 
members for violent crimes under federal civil rights stat-
utes, but did so only in the South. With its local protec-
tion gone, the Klan became a shadow of its former size 
and influence, and became thoroughly infiltrated by fed-
eral agencies such as the FBI. Indeed, in any Klan gather-
ing, the majority of attendees were often federal agents. 
 
Despite the rise of the “civil rights movement,” any hopes 
of amicable “race relations” were dashed by black riots 
and vandalism in America’s inner cities in the 1960s. 
President Johnson introduced “The Great Society” and 
the “War on Poverty” by spending hundreds of Billions on 
social programs and other political nostrums in an effort 

(Continued on page 11) 
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to try and raise the living standard of poor blacks and 
bring them into the mainstream. 
 
But far from ending the gap between poor blacks and the 
rest of America, the divide became wider, deeper and 
more bitter, engendering an attitude among blacks of 
victimization and entitlement. And when the promises of  
politicians were not realized quickly enough, the black 
“sub-culture” became ever more estranged, hostile and 
dangerous.  
 
Many hoped that the election of a “black President” -- 
Barack Hussein Obama -- would produce a “post racial” 
era in America,  but his election had exactly the opposite 
effect. Obama was virulently anti-white and anti-
American. Ever greater demands were made by blacks, 
while black Attorney General Eric Holder declared that 
whites were not protected by federal civil rights statutes!  
 
Never had any person of such prominence openly pro-
claimed that an entire segment of the population based 
upon race was not protected by American law. Even in 
the days of Jim Crow, no one proclaimed that the law did 
not apply equally to all Americans, though such a mind-
set was understood in many places. However, it was cer-
tainly not voiced as government policy at any level.  
 
And while black-on-white crime raged and white on black 
crime remained a relative rarity, the fears routinely ex-
pressed by the NAACP, the Southern Poverty Law Center 
and other leftist groups was the danger to black America 
from vicious white racists affiliated with the “Klan.” Every 
news story about the Confederate battle flag produced 
charges that the Klan was on the march and moving to 
bring back “Jim Crow”!  
 
These outbreaks of feigned hysteria were supported by 
academia, establishment “historians” and government 
agencies like the Parks Department, all of whom acted in 
collusion to drive the heritage and history of the South 
from our culture. No matter how well-sourced, no facts 

or sources -- even Union records and those of Northern 
historical figures – were sufficient to end the demand 
that all things Confederate be condemned and banished 
in a manner equivalent to remnants of NAZI Germany.  
 
But, remember, vigilante groups arise when helpless citi-
zens are no longer being protected by the civil govern-
ment. Meanwhile the false cries of “Klan” by the NAACP 
and the SPLC have helped create the same circumstances 
that earlier led to vigilantism in the past. White Ameri-
cans see their God-given, constitutionally-protected 
rights -- and their persons -- under attack. Though the 
Media cannot entirely ignore black violent crime, they 
intentionally conceal the race of violent black criminals, 
while local, state and national law enforcement often 
turn a blind eye to black or Hispanic crime committed 
against whites.  
 
In other words, the race baiters and their enablers are 
creating the same conditions that led to the rise of the 
original Klan. Sad to say that while these groups dishon-
estly cry “Klan!” to bolster their fundraising and attack 
Southern heritage, they may in fact, be cultivating the 
very demons they have exploited as a “straw man” for so 
many years! What a tragedy if the race baiters and pov-
erty pimps should resurrect an agent of racial violence 
that had previously been almost consigned to oblivion. 
 
Fairy tales educate a child to certain eternal truths. The 
tale of the boy who cried “Wolf!” is meant to warn the 
hearer about the fact that even real danger will be ig-
nored if it is falsely proclaimed too often. When the wolf 
finally did come, the child’s cries were ignored and he 
paid the ultimate penalty for his foolish efforts to get 
attention.  
 
Beware! The day may come when the cries of “Klan! 
Klan!” become a self-fulfilling prophecy, after many years 
of being used to slander a principled movement devoted 
exclusively to preserving the Southern Heritage of its 
forebears. 

DEMONS (Continued from page 10) 
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EU Parliamentary Elections, 2019 

By Peter Rushton 

Elections to the European Parliament were held across 
the 28 nations of the European Union from May 23 – 26 
of this year. The big losers were the “establishment” par-
ties of the so-called “center.”  Some far-left parties such 
as the Green Party achieved modest successes, but the 
big winners were a number of parties described as popu-
list, nationalist or even “far right.” 
 
Even for the leftist international news media, it was im-
possible to ignore the powerful nationalist and anti-
Globalist sentiments expressed by a great many Europe-
an citizens in these recent elections.  
 
Despite repeated betrayals by the various “political clas-
ses” that have misgoverned and misled many European 
nations for decades, it is clear that most Europeans wish 
to retain the cultural traditions of their homelands. 
They oppose surrendering their national sovereignty to 
the globalist ambitions of unelected bureaucrats in 
Brussels, and understandably wish to preserve their na-
tional cultures, traditions and identities.  
 
The European Parliamentary system, whose elections just 
took place, allows Members to form transnational groups 
reflecting a shared ideology. These groups gain an offi-
cially recognized status, extra funding, staff etc., if they 
can attract a minimum of 25 Members of the European 
Parliament from seven or more different states. So-called 
“Euro-skeptic” and anti-immigration alliances within the 
European Parliament are absolutely certain to benefit 
from these recent electoral successes.   
 
The following is an attempt to describe the most promi-
nent and successful European political parties that have 
viable and demonstrable “nationalist” inclinations and 
sympathies. By and large, these are political parties that 
think as we do. 
 
UNITED KINGDOM: The biggest news of the 2019 EU 
Parliamentary Elections was the victory of Nigel Farage 
and his Brexit party, which finished first and received 
32% of the vote in Great Britain. Having only six weeks to 
campaign after forming his new party, Farage proved just 
how serious British voters are about leaving the Europe-
an Union. 

 
Farage’s victory had the added benefit of exposing the 
devious machinations of former Prime Minister Theresa 
May and her phony “conservative” party, which betrayed 
U.K. voters by slow-walking Britain’s exit from the Euro-
pean Union. This clearly frustrated many U.K. voters who 
are no more interested in being governed by unelected 
bureaucrats in Brussels, than they are in seeing their na-
tion swamped by Third World immigration.  
 
ITALY: Italian politics has been completely transformed 
since the last European elections. What was once a re-
gional, separatist party called Northern League has rein-
vented itself as a nationwide anti-immigration party now 
called simply the League (Lega). For the past year, its 
leader Matteo Salvini has been Italy's deputy prime min-
ister and interior minister, putting hardline anti-
immigration policies into practice.  
 
Salvini may be Europe's most successful nationalist politi-
cian since the Second World War, and this was demon-
strated once again in the recent EU Parliamentary Elec-
tions when Lega received 34% of the vote. Its junior part-
ner, Italy’s Five Star party (17%,) gives this coalition pow-
erful majority support among Italians. 
 
FRANCE: Marine Le Pen's National Rally – the renamed 
National Front – was once again one of the big stories in 
this year's EU Parliamentary Elections, and  remains at 
the core of the largest nationalist alliance yet seen in the 
European Parliament. In 2019, they achieved 24% sup-
port nationwide and had the highest vote totals of any 
French party in these elections.  
 
AUSTRIA: The Austrian Freedom Party enjoys continued 
electoral success, achieving 17% in the 2019 EU election 
and entering into  a coalition government in Vienna as 
junior partner to the conservative Austrian People's Par-
ty, which finished first with 35%.   Their coalition re-
ceived a combined 52% in the recent European Parlia-
mentary Elections.  
 
The Austrian Freedom Party’s Members in the European 
Parliament have traditionally allied with the re-named 

(Continued on page 13) 
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Democrat Party “Principles” 
By Earl P. Holt III 

French National Rally of Marine Le Pen and the Flemish 
Vlaams Belang to form the strongest nationalist bloc to 
date in the European Parliament. The coalition calls itself 
“Europe of Nations and Freedom.”  
  
HUNGARY: Prime Minister Victor Orban and his Fidesz 
party received a stunning 52% of the vote in the recent 
2019 EU Parliamentary Elections. Fidesz is Hungary’s rul-
ing party, and nominally allied with the mainstream of 
European conservatism. In reality, however, Orban has 
more in common with populist anti-immigration politi-
cians such as Italy's Matteo Salvini and his new party, 
Lega.  
 
Given the crisis of leadership among center-right Europe-
an parties, Orban will play a significant role in the realign-
ment of European politics. 
 
BELGIUM: Flemish nationalists were once repressed by 
the Belgian state, and to some extent, the Flemish na-
tionalist movement, Vlaams Belang, is a consequence of 
that repression. It is now one of Europe's stronger na-

tionalist parties and allied with the French National Rally 
despite cultural differences. Unfortunately, Vlaams Bel-
ang received a disappointing 11% in the recent elec-
tions.  
  
GREECE: Greece’s New Democracy Party finished first in 
the recent EU elections with 33%, thereby defeating their 
socialist rivals in Prime Minister Alexis Tsipris’ left-wing 
Syriza party. The New Democracy Party is a pro-
European and center-right alliance. 
  
POLAND: Poland's governing Law and Justice party -- 
which is aligned in the EU Parliament with British and 
Latvian conservatives – received 46%  of the vote in the 
2019 EU Election. Despite its parliamentary alliance with 
British Conservatives, Law and Justice is seen as part of 
the “populist” challenge to Cultural Marxism in Europe, 
and is strongly anti-immigration. 
 
(With gratitude to Heritage and Destiny magazine. For a 
sample copy please send $10.00 to: Heritage and Desti-
ny, 40 Birkett Drive, Preston, PR2 6HE, England, UK. Or 
see their website at heritageanddestiny.com.) 

UE ELECTIONS (Continued from page 12) 

Members of the New Communist Party (often mistakenly 
labeled  “Democrats,”) will say anything, do anything and 
promise anything. Like all Marxists, they possess no mor-
al or ethical principles beyond an insatiable lust for pow-
er. This is evident in the many constituencies they have 
coolly abandoned in their relentless pursuit of electoral 
power.  
 
By the early 1990s, the “Democrat” Party began to lurch 
dangerously to the left, but at least there was still room 
for honorable men like “Scoop” Jackson (D-WA,) Bill 
Proxmire (D-WI,) and Zell Miller (D-GA) in the party. 
These were men of conviction and principle, who would 
no longer be welcomed in what is now the New Com-
munist Party. In fact, it is likely that none of them would 
wish to be. 
 
With men of decency and intellect like Jackson, Miller 
and Proxmire in the Senate, it was possible to forge a bi-
partisan coalition surrounding America’s national security 

and defense posture. The infantile left that now domi-
nates the New Communist Party had no voice, so Ameri-
ca’s national security interests were ably met.  
 
Now, the vast majority of that party in both Houses are 
rabidly anti-American globalists, socialists and Zionists, 
who seem giddy at the prospect of America’s destruction 
at the hands of Muslims, Zionists, communists, Third 
World trash or anyone else willing to do the job.    
 
In its relentless pursuit of power, the “Democrat” Party 
has left a lot of victims in its wake, and many were demo-
graphic groups that used to be loyal constituents of that 
party. The way these groups were abandoned and dis-
carded says a great deal about just how much the party 
values those very principles to which it gives endless “lip 
service.” 
 

(Continued on page 14) 
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Today’s Unforgivable Sin 

By Valerie Protopapas 

Christian “Pro-Lifers” -- both within and without the Cath-
olic Church – were among the first groups abandoned, 
due to relentless pressure from feminists, lesbians and 
other wackos within the Ladies’ Auxiliary of Marxism. 
Like voter fraud, abortion is about as close to a “religious 
sacrament” as the “Democrat” Party is willing to recog-
nize anymore.  
 
The Party’s betrayal of pro-life Christians -- formerly a 
large part of their base -- was perfectly predictable even 
before Roe v. Wade in 1973. The Party is now in the pre-
carious and unenviable position of favoring infanticide 
AFTER a live birth, while they simultaneously oppose 
capital punishment for blood-thirsty murderers.  
 
Middle-class whites were a group the New Communist 
Party also chose to discard, a phenomenon that probably 
occurred within the past two decades. In its endless pur-
suit of a dumbed-down nation that looks more like Ugan-
da than America, minorities in the party demanded that 
it jettison all whites except wealthy donors and famous 
celebrities, as a  strategy to keep their “Rainbow Coali-
tion” intact. Blacks, “Third World” garbage, Muslims and 
Mestizos were all welcomed with open arms, but middle-
class whites need no longer apply.  
 
The New Communist Party has even abandoned its tradi-
tional support for Israel – despite Jews being almost as 
loyal to the party as blacks -- and now seems to prefer 
Islamic radicals, who appear sympathetic to the com-
munist’s traditional quest for power at any cost.  
 
Apparently, Marxist Jews have abandoned the God of 
Isaac and Abraham in favor of the “gods” of Marx and 
Lenin. Jewish support for the nation of Israel eventually 

became a burden that had to be discarded in order to 
appease Muslim trash like Keith Ellison, Andre Carson, 
Ilhan Omar, and Rashida Taliban. 
 
In 2016, the New Communist Party found it expedient to 
abandon “working-class” Americans of all races, their 
loyal constituents for more than 100 years. The prospect 
of cheap and poorly-educated Third World labor -– that 
depressed U.S. blue-collar wages for decades –- obvious-
ly trumped their traditional support for America’s work-
ing-class, so the latter was coolly jettisoned, almost as 
quickly as Israel and the innocent unborn had been. 
 
4,000 year-old Western institutions like the nuclear fami-
ly and traditional marriage were also forsaken, this time 
to placate the various queers, perverts, homos and circus 
freaks that the New Communist Party welcomed into its 
fold and now enables.  
 
Queer scoutmasters, queer marriage, queer adoption, 
“transgender” bathrooms and similar outrages were cer-
tainly not advocated by any Republicans I know of, but 
they are explicit in the 2016 Democrat Party Platform. 
God and the Bible became a subject of ridicule for the 
New Communist Party, since Marxism permits no 
acknowledgement of any deity but the state. 
 
The loyalty the New Communist Party has shown to 
many of its oldest and most loyal constituencies affords a 
pretty clear look at what its soulless members are willing 
to say and do in order to achieve power.  
 
It also affords a clear look at how committed the New 
Communist Party is to subverting a free, independent 
and pluralistic America, the very vision of the Founders 
that we at the CofCC are literally dedicated to 
“conserving.”   

PRINCIPLES (Continued from page 13) 

In a culture that embraces every type of perversion -- 
including infanticide -- there remains one unforgivable 
sin. Of course, the concept of an unforgiveable offense is 
not new: Although Christianity teaches that God forgives 
the sins of those who repent, it was Jesus Himself who 
identified one sin in particular as being “unforgivable.” In 

the Gospel of Matthew, Chapter 12, He speaks of this 
with the Pharisees, those Jewish leaders who declared 
that Christ’s miracles are of the devil. Angered by their 
refusal to see and acknowledge the truth (sound famil-
iar?) the Lord declares, “And so I tell you, every kind of 

(Continued on page 15) 
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sin and slander can be forgiven, but blasphemy against 
the Spirit will not be forgiven . . . either in this age or in 
the age to come.” 
 
If a faith founded on the promise of forgiveness, redemp-
tion and salvation admits to the existence of an unforgiv-
able sin, then how much more vulnerable is our secular 
culture for embracing such a thing? Indeed, there are a 
great many “unforgivable sins” these days: It is unforgiva-
ble to demand evidence instead of blindly acquiescing to 
the demands of Cultural Marxists; It is unforgivable to 
reject Marxist lies, no matter how idiotic and false; But, 
most of all, it is now unforgivable to be WHITE!  
 
For years we’ve been told that race is irrelevant, that 
there are no differences between (and among) the races 
and therefore, if blacks are not found in great numbers 
among the most successful, it is attributable to 
“systemic” discrimination based on the color of their 
skin.  
 
No amount of evidence regarding IQ disparities or the 
failure of society to pound square pegs into round holes 
causes the “race-equalizers” to question their fundamen-
tal principle of human “parity.” Generations of 
“affirmative action” in every part of the culture -- except 
sports and entertainment -- has not produced the equali-
ty of outcome we were assured would be the case once 
the metaphorical “white foot was removed from the 
black neck.” 
 
Indeed, we have reached the point at which blacks are 
far more influential than their numbers or cultural ac-
complishments would justify. They control many major 
cities and have commanding representation in most gov-
ernments from local to national. Their pronouncements – 
however childish or absurd – are worshipfully received 
and none dare criticize even the most dull-witted and 
criminal among them.  
 
But despite it all, the results of this experiment have 
been the antithesis of the promise that blacks would 
prove to be no different than whites once they were no 
longer victims of discrimination. As that fact can no long-
er be denied or ignored, the establishment culture has 
decided upon another tactic: If blacks cannot be made 
equal to whites through “social engineering,” despite 

everything done for them, then whites must become 
candidates for extinction! After all, racial disparities 
would disappear once whites are extinct.  
 
Had this concept been publicly acknowledged fifty years 
ago, even the most naïve and well-meaning whites would 
have recognized this existential threat and would have 
prepared to defend themselves. Those demanding white 
extermination -- or acquiescing in it -- would have been 
tarred and feathered or worse!  
 
But today, alas, along with those minorities demanding 
extinction of the white race through either miscegena-
tion or genocide, there are a significant number of whites 
who accept the suicidal notion that their extinction is a 
“cure-all” for the ills of the world! If nothing else, this 
proves that stupidity actually is “color blind.”  
 
Yet, history reveals that the only “civilization” that has 
raised homo sapiens to the heights he has achieved is 
Western civilization, the civilization of the white race. The 
great Asian and Mezo-American cultures were limited in 
their influence and none, despite their unquestionable 
achievements, had comparable impact on mankind as  
the West has had, with its Christian foundation.  
 
But we also see the danger to that civilization when suffi-
cient Third World populations are “imported” into the 
West. Indeed, it is possible for any civilization – however 
elevated -- to retreat into barbarism and anarchy when 
its culture is swamped by primitive Third World immi-
grants and their cultural traditions. All that man has ac-
complished under white tutelage can be quickly brought 
to naught by those for whom civilization is merely a 
word, and a hated one at that. 
 
The question now remains; “Is there hope for the white 
race in today’s world?” The answer is both “yes” and 
“no.” If nothing is done and whites remain placid, stupid 
and submissive, in a few generations we will no longer be 
an influence on mankind, if we continue to exist at all. If, 
however, as a race we wake up and resist our extinction, 
we are smart and strong enough to prevail. But time is 
running out. . .  

UNFORGIVABLE (Continued from page 14) 
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6 Lessons from the Mueller Investigation 

By Earl P. Holt III 

There’s real competition among members of the Con-
gressional Black Caucus to see who’s the most retarded 
and witless baboon in the  bunch. There are many con-
tenders, all well qualified. 
 
A couple of years ago that brane-dokter from Georgia – 
Hank Johnson – expressed concern that the Island of 
Guam might flip over under the weight of military exer-
cises by the U.S. Navy. You see, this Member of Congress 
(!) thinks that islands are a floating geographic phenome-
non.  
 
Some years ago, Sheila Jackson Lee of Texas asked some-
one from the Jet Propulsion Lab if the Voyager satellite 
was able to see the American flag that Neil Armstrong 
planted on Mars. Exposing the genius routinely found 
within the Congressional Black Caucus, she failed to dis-
tinguish Mars from Earth’s Moon.  
 
Such displays of genius merely set the stage for the latest 
example of black brilliance. On April 10th, Maxine Waters 
– the House Banking Committee Chair – chastised the 
CEOs of the five “megabanks” about student loan default 
rates, and demanded to know what they were doing to 
resolve the problem. 
 

Each CEO sheepishly testified that they had stopped mak-
ing student loans more than 10 years ago, a fact that 
clearly caught Maxine Waters by surprise, although even 
the primitive inhabitants of Bora-Bora have known this 
for the last decade.  
 
In her capacity as a congresswoman, Waters SHOULD 
have known, because it was black imbeciles like Waters 
and her equally stupid black colleagues who insisted that 
the federal government take over the student loan pro-
gram 10 years ago. It was done to ensure that dull-witted 
blacks could borrow enormous sums of tuition money, 
and when they inevitably defaulted, have their loan bal-
ances assumed by white taxpayers. 
 
One reason so many blacks remain in the underclass -- 
despite $23 TRILLION spent on “Urban Welfare Spend-
ing” – is the incredibly low caliber of  imbeciles they rou-
tinely elect to public office: Most blacks are no more able 
to recognize that they elect morons and trash to public 
office, than people who are “tone-deaf” recognize that 
they sing out-of-key in church.  
 
Unfortunately, any self-respecting village idiot is brighter 
than just about any member of the Congressional Black 
Caucus. 

Recycling Idiocy 
By Earl P. Holt III 

Hysteria following release of the Mueller Report – partic-
ularly the vicious and libelous assault on Attorney Gen-
eral William Barr -- is a diversionary tactic to protect 
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, who are both darlings 
of the Jews’ Media. The latter have always known that 
real scrutiny of either would be a crushing blow to the 
misnamed “Democrat” Party. 
 
It is now patently obvious that the only “collusion” with 
Russia engaged in by a 2016 presidential candidate was 
that of Hillary Clinton and her army of organized crime 
figures, including that Jewish swamp-rat at the Democrat 
National Committee (DNC,) Debbie Wasserman Schultz. 
 

Every time a member of the Trump campaign was ap-
proached by any of the many shadowy foreigners who 
offered them secret information about Hillary Clinton, 
the latter were rebuffed and that member of the Trump 
campaign refused to “take the bait.” (It turns out, many 
of those “shadowy figures” were actually in the employ 
of U.S. intelligence agencies.)  
 
However, we know with certainty that the DNC and Clin-
ton Campaign both collaborated with Russian intelligence 
agents. They paid $12 Million for the “Steele Dossier” 
with money laundered through Fusion GPS and the Per-
kins-Coey Law Firm, in an attempt to camouflage the 

(Continued on page 17) 
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origins of the dossier and the role of the DNC and Clinton 
Campaign in funding it and distributing it.  
 
Even the Pharisees at the NEW YORK TIMES now grudg-
ingly recognize that the many falsehoods in the Steel 
Dossier -- that were routinely cited in numerous fake 
news reports by the Corrupt Leftist Media in order to de-
fame Donald Trump -- probably originated with Russian 
intelligence agents, who were engaged in so-called 
“Active Measures” to disrupt U.S. elections. 
 
Nevertheless, six lessons emerge from the Mueller inves-
tigation and its report: 
 
#1 CALIBER OF OBAMA APPOINTEES: It should be clear 
that the many  discredited high-level Obama appointees 
at the FBI, Department of Justice, CIA and NSA -- who 
participated in the conspiracy to destroy President 
Trump -- were appointed by Obama for the very traits 
that are now so much in evidence. These include their 
mediocrity, their lack of ethics, their loyalty to the 
“Democrat” Party, their leftist politics, their hyper-
politicization, and their disloyalty to true democratic 
principles. 
 
This is why they were amenable to risking their reputa-
tions, careers and even freedom by engaging in an un-
constitutional and treasonous coup against President 
Trump and his campaign: Each was “on the make,” and 
knew that their traitorous activities were both condoned 
and approved by Barack Obama, as the e-mails between 
Peter Strzok and Lisa Page reveal. Each knew they would 
be well-positioned for  plum postings in a Hillary Clinton 
White House.   
 
#2 THE SYSTEM WORKED: Despite its prolonged and 
divisive nature, the system essentially worked. President 
Trump was demonstrably “vindicated” and those Obama 
appointees -- whose misdeeds were ignored by the Spe-
cial Counsel’s investigation -- will now be the focus of a 
new investigation by Attorney General William Barr. 
 
The Mueller witch-hunt claimed a great many victims, 
but with the exception of Michael Cohen and Paul Mana-
fort, most can be safely pardoned by President Trump for 
any minor misstatements that were seized upon by the 

Special Counsel’s team of partisan and “angry Demo-
crats.”  
 
Each victim has every right to sue those who unlawfully 
persecuted them with prosecutorial misconduct or false 
imprisonment. These victims include George Papadopou-
los, Carter Page, Michael Caputo, Jerome Corsi, General 
Michael Flynn, Rick Gates and Roger Stone.   
   
#3 URANIUM ONE: The phony narrative that the Rus-
sians preferred the election of Donald Trump over Hillary 
Clinton was pure Jews’ Media disinformation worthy of 
TASS or PRAVDA. That’s because as Secretary of State, 
Hillary Clinton accommodated Russia by selling it 20% of 
U.S. Uranium reserves in return for $145 Million in con-
tributions to the Clinton Family Crime Foundation. To 
their delight, this taught the Russians that Hillary was 
bribable.     
   
In orchestrating this traitorous conspiracy, not only did 
Hillary Clinton demonstrate a willingness to engage in 
treasonous acts against the U.S. by arranging this 
“Uranium One” deal but, because of its illegal nature, she 
also made herself vulnerable to blackmail by Putin and 
the Russians. 
 
It should be obvious that the Mueller investigation was a 
tactic used to divert public attention away from the end-
less misdeeds of the Obama Administration, and de-
signed to put President Trump on the defensive. Its ulti-
mate purpose was to obscure the crimes of many high-
ranking Obama appointees who participated in the seem-
ingly endless scandals that occurred under our first nigro 
communist Muslim president.  
 
This is particularly true of those who felt pressured to 
“sign-off” on Hillary’s Uranium One deal, or else jeopard-
ize their government careers. It also applies to the crimi-
nal conspiracies and obstruction of justice that occurred 
in the context of the “Fast and Furious” gun-smuggling 
program, the cover-up of the catastrophe at Benghazi, 
Libya and the conspiracy to deny tax-exempt status to 
the fledgling “Tea Party” movement.    
 
#4 FOXES GUARDING HENS: The Committee on Foreign 
Investment in the U.S. (CFIUS,) consists of nine upper-
echelon Executive Branch appointees, who are responsi-
ble for scrutinizing business deals involving the purchase 

6 LESSONS (Continued from page 16) 
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of U.S. assets by foreign entities. It exists to ensure such 
sales are not contrary to our national security interests.  
 
During the Obama Administration, CFIUS was an obvi-
ous rubber-stamp for the criminal enterprises of Hillary 
Clinton, which is one reason why she was forced to use 
an illegal and unsecure e-mail server while betraying 
America as Obama’s Secretary of State. 
  
Many of those who engaged in the traitorous and uncon-
stitutional coup against Donald Trump -- as a candidate 
and later as President -- were members of this very com-
mittee during the administration of Obama. In addition 
to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, CFIUS was also 
attended by FBI Director Robert Mueller, CIA Director 
John Brennan, NSA Director James Clapper, and Attor-
neys General Eric Holder and Loretta Lynch.  
 
All members present must have approved Hillary’s URA-
NIUM ONE deal, because opposition by any member 
would have killed it. Each wisely sent surrogates to repre-
sent them at CFIUS, and all participants must have recog-

nized their legal vulnerabilities once Donald Trump was 
elected President. 
 
Moreover, Robert Mueller, Andrew McCabe and Rod 
Rosenstein were later involved in investigating Uranium 
One, but the details of their investigation were never 
revealed to the CFIUS committee, nor were any indict-
ments of foreign entities made public if there ever were 
any.  
 
#5 “OBSTRUCTION”: The case for “Obstruction of Justice” 
made against President Trump by Special Counsel 
Mueller has often been described as a “blueprint for Im-
peachment,” and is evidence that Mueller and his team 
had devious and nefarious motives from the start.  
 
As FBI Director, Robert Mueller was a non-voting mem-
ber of CFIUs, but he did have a veto over any such agree-
ment: Hence, Mueller tacitly approved Hillary Clinton’s 
Uranium One deal and thus should have recused him-
self.  
 

6 LESSONS (Continued from page 17) 
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Is the End at Hand? 

By Valerie Protopapas 
There is a great deal of wickedness in the world, but 
there always has been. There have been better periods, 
but today is definitely one of the worst. The evils of to-
day’s society, especially in the West, are rooted in an age
-old problem that cannot be entirely overcome because 
of the frailties of human nature.  
 
Man is a tribal being, whether the tribe consists of a 
small group of people living in the Amazon basin or a 
global racial entity. According to Dr. Carleton Coon – for-
mer President of the American Association of Physical 
Anthropologists – there are four such racial distinctions: 
“Caucasoids” or whites; “Mongoloids” or Asians; 

“Negroids” or blacks; And “Australoids,” the indigenous 
peoples of Australia, who are usually referred to as 
“Aborigines.”  
  
Obviously, human disputes are not limited to matters of 
race. Anyone familiar with the strife between the Irish 
and the English (Caucasian), the Chinese and the Japa-
nese (Mongoloid), and the Hutu and the Tutsi in Rwanda 
(Negroid) understands that there is at least as much in-
ternecine racial hostility as there exists between the 
different races.  
 

(Continued on page 20) 

A second reason he should have recused himself from his 
appointment as Special Counsel was because he had 
been rejected by President Trump as FBI Director in an 
interview one day prior to his appointment. Moreover, 
we have recently learned that Mueller and President 
Trump had a past business disagreement over $15,000. 
 
Mueller then revealed his animus toward President 
Trump by selecting a team of investigators that consisted 
exclusively of highly partisan and “angry Democrats” –- 
to borrow President Trump’s expression -- many of 
whom gave money to Hillary Clinton’s 2016 presidential 
campaign. Each time President Trump criticized the 
Mueller “witch-hunt” either verbally or on “Twitter,” the 
Mueller team considered each instance an act of 
“obstruction.” 
 
In the opinion of the partisan Mueller team, Trump had 
no First Amendment rights despite being a U.S. citizen, 
no authority to fire appointees within the Executive 
Branch despite being Chief Executive, and no right to 
fight back against what he knew to be the fraudulent 
charges of “Russian Collusion” made against him.  
 
These are absurd claims, and none could withstand judi-
cial scrutiny since neither the President nor anyone else 
loses their Constitutional rights just because they have 
been elected to public office. 
 

Trump never claimed Executive Privilege, he surren-
dered all 1.4 million documents subpoenaed by 
Mueller, and his campaign and White House staff volun-
tarily submitted to 500 interviews over the course of 
two years. The idea that Trump or his staff “obstructed” 
anything is simply a falsehood perpetuated by patholog-
ical liars among the Pharisees of the Jews’ Media and 
their partners in public office, who are desperately try-
ing to preserve the “Russian collusion” narrative on 
which they staked their reputations. 
 
If Trump’s criticisms of the Mueller Investigation can le-
gitimately be considered “obstruction,” then the many 
Congressional critics of Attorney General William Barr’s 
current investigation into rogue Justice Department em-
ployees and FBI agents should, necessarily, be even clear-
er examples of Obstruction of Justice. 
 
#6 UNIQUENESS OF DONALD TRUMP: Anyone with the 
surname “Bush” or “Romney” or “McCain” would have 
caved and resigned the presidency immediately after the 
appointment of a Special Counsel, and would have done 
so without a fight. That’s the way RINO Republicans have 
always conducted themselves and their presidencies. 
 
It is for this reason that the New Communist Party will 
never begin to understand President Trump, who won’t 
observe traditional “protocol” and act like other Republi-
cans. Instead, President Trump is a brawler from Queens, 
and has persisted in fighting back against his mortal ene-
mies. Thank God for it!   

6 LESSONS (Continued from page 18) 
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Indeed, when travel was limited to hoof and sail, few 
wars arose because of racial antipathy because the dis-
tances involved usually precluded such events. Of course, 
in the present age we’re almost living in one another’s 
back yards and this has resulted in closer contact among 
racial groups, a fact that often generates racial hostilities. 
It would seem that the stereotype of the “noble savage” -
- living at peace with nature and his fellow man -- does 
not survive historical scrutiny. 
  
The point is this: There is an ongoing race war between 
blacks and whites in America, and throughout the West 
in general. There are other groups involved such as His-
panics, a racial mixture of white, black and “Indian”. 
(Note: American Indians are of Asian stock.) However, 
such admixtures usually find themselves aligning with 
blacks during black-white hostilities. Interestingly, Asians 
tend to avoid involvement.  
  
The problem in the West today is definitely racial and 
religious in nature. Western Civilization is white: It was 
not developed by any other race and it rose to an unpar-
alleled level of sophistication that is unrivaled by any oth-
er in history. White men landed on the Moon, split the 
atom, discovered the molecular structure of DNA, and 
wrote the Magna Carta and the Constitution. And therein 
lies the problem.  
 
The proponents of the “New World Order” wish to rule 
the entire world and return Mankind to a form of feudal 
serfdom. However, they know they can’t succeed in their 
schemes until European whites are destroyed, either di-
rectly through war or through inter-breeding with other 
races, especially blacks. There is a consensus among our 
would-be rulers that once there are no longer significant 
numbers of whites, ruling the world will be a far easier 
proposition. 
  
Sadly, in both Europe and North America, the war against 
whites is succeeding. Academia has burdened young 
whites with lingering guilt for the alleged historical 
crimes of their race. We are told whites have enslaved all 
other races, stolen their lands and treasures and com-
mitted every imaginable evil. Indeed, the only solution in 
their minds is the eradication of the white race. 
 

Included within their target population is Christianity, 
although many minorities are also Christian believers. 
However, as Christianity is the foundation of Western 
Civilization, it must also be obliterated in order to pave 
the way for the New World Order. Anyone who denies 
that this is accurate isn’t paying attention.  
  
There are two main thrusts in their planned extermina-
tion of whites, and  the first consists of “immigration.” 
The major group admitted into Europe is Islamic but 
there are also many welcomed from the Third World irre-
spective of their religion. Followers of this particular reli-
gious “cult” have become mentally compromised to a 
significant degree, as a result of years of inbreeding en-
couraged by Mohammed’s blessing of marriages be-
tween first cousins.  
 
Second, the belief system of Islam accepts no compro-
mise, no assimilation and no tolerance for anyone who 
rejects Islam. Deadly hostility even exists between Mus-
lims of different sects, so George W. Bush’s characteriza-
tion of Islam as “a religion of peace and tolerance” was 
ridiculous. Islam’s answer to infidels is to put them to 
death. Oh, there may be a period of second-class citizen-
ship for non-Muslims, but in the end, it’s “convert or die.” 
Obviously, this strategy produces either a large number 
of converts, or a diminished population! 
  
In North America, the immigration invasion is led by 
mixed-race people (“mestizos”) from Mexico and Central 
America. These include violent gangs and people who -- 
like the Muslims -- refuse to assimilate. They do not wish 
to become Americans or Canadians, and seem perfectly 
content to reproduce in America or Canada, the exact, 
same Third World cesspool from which they are ostensi-
bly fleeing. 
  
The second plan for white extermination involves mixing 
the races to the point at which whites are simply “bred 
away” after a few generations. This is the plan in the 
United States. Watch TV, look at ads in stores and you 
will see mixed race couples – almost exclusively black 
men and white women -- with their mixed race children.  
 
Young white women are indoctrinated in their schools -- 
and even in their churches – with the notion that dating 
white males is “racist” and evidence of intolerance and 
racial hatred. Meanwhile, white boys are encouraged to 

THE END? (Continued from page 19) 
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wear baseball caps backwards and their pants below their 
buttocks and listen to “rap” music, in imitation of the 
Great American Negro, to whom they are expected to pay 
homage for the latter’s’ skill on the basketball court and 
football field.  
  
All of this has made prodigious inroads on our once-great 
Western Civilization: White birthrates have fallen precipi-
tously, and well below replacement levels, while mixed 
racial dating and breeding -- it seldom involves “marriage” 
-- is on the rise. White Americans may soon be minorities 
in their own country, and within a decade, the Europe we 
once knew may no longer exist.  
 
Always in the background is the perpetual undercurrent of 
a race war. Race-hustlers -- such as Louis Farrakhan of the 
Nation of Islam -- call for the extermination of whites 
now! Meanwhile, the growing number of blacks in the 
United States (and Muslims in Europe) help drag both con-
tinents from First World to Third World status. If there is 
any lesson that screams out at us from history, it is this: 
First World civilizations cannot be maintained by blacks 
or Muslims, and one need look no further than Detroit, 
Rwanda or North Africa for conclusive proof.   
  
What is the answer? Ronald Reagan once remarked that 
“…we are never more than one generation away from 
tyranny.” Sadly, many white Millennials have embraced 
the absurd ideology of “multiculturalism,” and reject the 
unique political and cultural legacy they’ve been handed. 
They give every indication of making good on Reagan’s 
prophetic warning.  
 
Yet, there appears to be at least a remnant of whites who 
recognize that if they fail to act, the 21st Century will usher 
in a very different world than that of their forebears, and 
one unlike any they ever imagined. It will resemble the 
Brave New World of Aldous Huxley or the 1984 that 
George Orwell warned us about. Let us pray that enough 
of us heed The Gipper’s warning. 

THE END? (Continued from page 20) 

This Land is OUR Land 

By Earl P. Holt III 

  This land ain’t YOUR land, this land is OUR land, 
  From California, down south to Baja; 
  From Arizona, ‘cross the Mississippi, 
  This land’s for CITIZENS like me! 
 
  Your land’s a cesspool, you helped create it, 
  Our Bill of Rights you’d eviscerate it; 
  All Public Health you soon dominate it; 
  This land’s for CITIZENS like me! 
 
  The State of Texas, is swamped with Mexes, 
  What was the Alamo’s, now a stand for tacos; 
  You’re just not welcome, among us gringos, 
  This land’s for CITIZENS like me! 
 
  They warn of West Nile brought by mosquitos, 
  But never mention all those Mestizos; 
  Our gutless Congress, that border won’t close, 
  This land’s for CITIZENS like me! 
 
  This land ain’t ”Aztlan,” this land is OUR land; 
  From California, down south to Baja; 
  From Arizona ‘cross the Mississippi, 
  This land’s for AMERICANS like me! 

Our taxes should support I.C.E., not illegals! 
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Visit our new website at CofCC.us or conservative-headlines.org 

Blaming Trump 

By Valerie Protopapas 

Many conservative sites warn of an impending GOP dis-
aster in the 2020 general elections, and they already 
blame Donald Trump. In a way they’re right: Prior to 
Trump, conservatives had no other option than to vote 
Republican or stay home. As the “lesser of two evils,” the 
Republican candidate was often considered only a slight 
improvement over his Democrat opponent. This dilemma 
regularly confronted conservatives and nationalists, de-
spite the fact that most incumbent Republicans were as 
useful as balls on a cow.  
 
During Obama’s illegitimate reign most Republicans ac-
quiesced in his appointments of traitorous communists 
to important positions, especially the federal judiciary. 
Yet, despite the GOP’s failure to slow the leftward drift of 
the country, Republicans continued to be elected be-
cause there was really no alternative prior to Donald 
Trump! 
 
By electing an outsider like Donald Trump, Republicans 
found themselves in a real quandary: They had temporar-
ily prevailed against the “Deep State,” the corrupt and 
biased news media, the Clinton crime syndicate, the 
Obamas and other communists in the “Democrat” Party, 
only to find their role as the “loyal opposition” would not 
be reciprocated by “Democrats.”  
 
That is, the Democrats in Congress would not obediently 
roll over and play dead as the Republicans had done for 
years. In response, many RINOs took the path of least 
resistance and became “Never-Trumpers.” This insulated 
them from media criticism,  and it’s why they’re now in 
trouble with their own base! The failure of most of the 
GOP to support Donald Trump -- and to actively resist his 
reforms -- resulted in the Democrats retaking the House 
in 2018.  
 
Conservatives and nationalists have become disgusted at 
the many Republican office-holders who lack the guts or 
vision to combat the leftward lurch “Democrats” have 
steered this nation. Thus, many of the former have re-

fused to return some of these cowards and liars to office, 
which is a disaster for the Republican Party!  
 
If conservatives and nationalists stay home or vote only 
for Trump and his supporters, Democrat majorities will 
only increase. However, it’s fair to ask what difference it 
makes, since most Republicans are merely a weak imita-
tion of Democrats, anyway? 
 
Are there any Republicans in Congress who support Don-
ald Trump? Yes, but very few. Apparently, Marco Rubio, 
once considered a reliable conservative, shamefully vot-
ed against Trump’s efforts to build the wall. Rand Paul, a 
high-profile Libertarian, also refused to support the Presi-
dent’s declaration of a National Emergency to fund the 
wall. Apparently, he cannot recognize what even the 
blind and deaf can, that there is an ongoing invasion 
across our southern border, consisting of Third World 
trash and similar law-violators. It is this sort of behavior 
that is going to guarantee a victory for the New Com-
munist Party (aka “Democrats”) for the foreseeable fu-
ture, or until there no longer is a future. 
 
The majority of decent Americans elected Donald Trump 
to office in the hope that he would tame the Deep State. 
So far, Mr. Trump has done his best within the limits of 
his office, despite little support from the rest of his party. 
He has done so in the face of withering assaults by the 
fake news industry and traitorous and criminal actions of 
the Deep State. Meanwhile, he is blamed for everything 
from terrorist attacks to sunspots while his only defend-
ers seem to be the Freedom Caucus in the House and 
those who voted him into office in the first place.  
 
Will the Democrats retake the White House and Senate 
in 2020? It is quite possible, given the current situation 
and massive “Democrat” voter fraud. If so, it won’t be 
Donald Trump who is to blame. It will simply mean that 
even the Presidency of Donald Trump was too little, too 
late to save this nation. 
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Math Profs & Diversity Statements 
As long as it's "diversity," you don't have to understand 
it. 
 
Remember when laws, rules, and regulations used to tell 
you what you couldn't do, and as long as you didn't do 
those things, you were left alone? 
 
But now, comrades, they tell you what you must do! 
 
The Looniversity of California has now decreed that per-
sons applying there for jobs as math professors must pro-
vide "diversity statements" detailing their "past and/or 
potential contributions to diversity, equity, and inclu-
sion." (https://www.campusreform.org/?ID=11927) 
 
What the devil does any of that stuff even mean? "As a 
math professor, I promise to load my teachings on cal-
culus with extravagant praise for transgenderism, gay-
ness, amnesty for undocumented migrants, and feminist 
music!"  
 
Or maybe "I promise to tack an extra 50 points onto the 
grades of minority students!" What the dickens does it 
mean? What imaginable purpose does it serve? 
 
Hints: "nothing whatsoever" and "none at all." 
 
It's long, long, long past time to cut off all public funding 
to colleges and universities, where anything meaningful 
in the way of education always takes a back seat--if it 

gets any seat at all--to Far Left Crazy politics. This is not 
education. This is poop. 
 
And we're paying a flamin' fortune for it. 
 
Lee Duigon 
New Jersey 
 

Hate Crimeses 
Dat sistah what bees de Mayor ob Lamar Souf Carolina 
dun called de PO-leeses fo a hate cryme what wuz perpe-
turated agin her when she dun gode out to de car one 
mornin.  
 
She dun screemed “AAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH-
HHH,” like oney dem sistahs can, and seed dat sticky 
yaller stuff on dat car what she bees ownin. And it beed 
on de hubsand’s car, likewise. She dun call it a act of va-
nadialism an a hate cryme and axed de PO-leeses to in-
vestigorate. 
 
Qwite natcherally, affer several days spended investigor-
atin dis heer cryme, de PO-leeses gots nowhere. Dey fine-
ally axed de first white boyz (what wer happenin’ by dat 
yaller tape) did dey do dis heer hate cryme? 
 
 De whyte boyz was perplexorated an dun axed dem 
whut hate cryme do dat be? Dey were den tole dat all o’ 
dat stickey yaller stuff bees sum kine o’ pizon dat wer 
ment to kill all de blak fokeses. 
 
At dis, dem whyte boyz dun broked owt in de laffin’ 
fitses, and fell down on de grown a laffin and a howlin 
like you never dun seed.  
 
Wen dey dun stoped all dat laffin, dey dun tole ‘em dat 
de yaller stuff ain’t nuttin but pollen frum dem oke trees 
dat bees ober dem carses.  
 
Den dose whyte boyz sed somephun dat made dem blak 
fokeses stop and scratch dey haids: Dey sed “…eben a 
mowron noses dat yaller stuff is sho’ ‘nuff pollen, not 
pizon!”  
 
Lemonjello Jones 
Lamar, SC 
 
 

(Continued on page 24) 
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Jews’ Media Disinformation 
Hillary Clinton recently stated at Dartmouth (paraphrase) 
“Vladimir Putin has died and gone to heaven having 
President Donald Trump in office.” This has been a recur-
ring narrative for the nearly three years Donald Trump 
has been President. 
 
The disgraced former Secretary of State – who is now the 
head of the organized crime wing of the “Democrat” Par-
ty -- continued by stating that she considers it a badge of 
honor that she “annoyed” Vladimir Putin while Secretary 
of State, because she was ”standing up for American 
values.” 
 
The false narrative that the Russians preferred the elec-
tion of Donald Trump to that of Hillary Clinton is a classic 
example of Jews’ Media disinformation, and never made 
an iota of sense in the real world. 
 
That’s because as Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton ar-
ranged the sale of 20% of precious U.S. Uranium reserves 
to Russia in return for $145 Million in contributions to 
the Clinton Family Crime Foundation. To their delight, the 
Russians learned that Hillary was bribable.  
 
In orchestrating this Uranium One deal, not only did Hil-
lary Clinton demonstrate a willingness to engage in trai-
torous acts against the U.S., but in the process, SHE ALSO 
MADE HERSELF VULNERABLE TO BLACKMAIL BY PUTIN 
AND THE RUSSIANS BECAUSE OF ITS ILLEGAL NATURE.  
 
It should be obvious by now that the Mueller investiga-
tion was a tactic used to divert public attention away 
from the endless scandals of the Obama Administration – 
including Hillary’s Uranium One deal -- and designed to 
put President Trump on the defensive.  
 
This is particularly true of upper-echelon officials from 
Justice, State, the CIA and NSA who “signed-off” on Hilla-
ry’s Uranium One deal to avoid jeopardizing their ca-
reers.  
 
As is probably the case with most disinformation con-
cocted by the treacherous Jews’ Media, it was only be-
lieved by the low-grade morons, traitors, ignoramuses 
and communists who mistakenly call themselves 
“Democrats.”  

 
Marsh L. McLuann 
Ontario, Canada 
 

ANATOMY OF FAKE NEWS  
One of the great contributions of President Donald 
Trump is to undermine and expose what he calls the lying 
media or the "fake news" media.  
 
Much of North America's media is in the control of the 
Cultural Marxists or minority special interest groups.   
 
News, as I have argued for years, is not really news; that 
is, not facts about what is happening -- like the scores of 
last night's hockey game -- but rather, a sort of soap 
opera with “good guys” and “bad guys” and not a few in-
betweens. 
 
And, guess what: we in the nationalist, or pro-freedom or 
populist movements are always the bad guys. Whatever 
the story might be, by the use of labels and the selective 
presentation of details, our side is always presented as 
evil. The audience is never presented with objective facts 
from which he or she can then form an intelligent and 
independent opinion. 
 
Paul Fromm 
Rexdale, Ontario 
 

Tragedy of Immigration 
Why do we put up with a Third World immigration inva-
sion when it is destroying our country and any hope for 
our future? Is it because we are too ignorant, stupid, 
foolish or degenerate as a people to do anything about 
it?  
 
Likewise, when are white Democrats going to wake up to 
what their party has become? Or, as Paul Craig Roberts 
stated recently: "What is more stupid than a White 
America that supports a political party that wants to do 
away with "Whiteness"?  
 
If there are white Americans who still think that every-
thing is okay, let  them take a good look at the House of 
Representatives, which is beginning to resemble a Third 
World zoo. Or, have them look at our largest cities, many 
of which have become cesspools of Third World human 
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garbage because of treasonous immigration policies, and 
then tell me this is "Traditional America"? 
 
Whether everyone is willing to acknowledge it or not, the 
Constitution was designed and written by and for white 
Europeans of the Christian faith. Our second President, 
John Adams warned us about interlopers when he wrote: 
"Our Constitution was made for a moral and religious 
people. It is wholly inadequate to the government of 
any other." I firmly believe he was referring to white 
Europeans who were informed and shaped by centuries 
of Christian doctrine and habits, and thus uniquely fitted 
for American citizenship. 
 
As for immigration, let us return to immigration policies 
consistent with the National Origins Act of 1924, which 
guaranteed admission almost exclusively to the white, 
European Christians who are the ones who founded and 
built this nation, with few exceptions. 
 
The Census Bureau predicted in 2010 that we might lose 
our country in the next 20 to 25 years: If so, what will 
happen to our children and grandchildren and their de-
scendants?  
 
The answer has never been better expressed than by Eu-
ripides, the most famous author of Greek Tragedies, who 
wrote: "There is no greater sorrow On Earth than the loss 
of one's native land." 
 
Are you listening, America? 
 
John W. Altman 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 
 

Fags Judging Others 
That queer Mayor of South Bend, Indiana running for 
president – the one with the unpronounceable surname -
- has a lot of nerve, even for a faggot: He recently had the 
gall to question President Trump’s Faith in God.  
 
Pete Buttigieg (pronounced “Booty-Judge”) recently stat-
ed to USA TODAY –- America’s most insipid daily -- that it 
was difficult for him to accept the notion that President 
Trump really believes in God. This was based on the ac-
tions Mr. Trump has taken as President. Here’s what this 
devious faggot said:  

 
“I’m reluctant to comment on another person’s faith, 
but I would say it is hard to look at this president’s ac-
tions and believe that they’re the actions of somebody 
who believes in God.” 
 
It must not have been all that difficult for this hypocrite: 
And, not only is he violating Christ’s admonition to 
“Judge not, lest ye be judged,” but he is also violating at 
least a dozen prohibitions against sodomy every time he 
and his “husband” lay down with each other.   
 
The irony here is the delusional nature of all so-called 
“Democrats,” especially its queers: Like all true Marxists, 
they assume morality is whatever they contrive it to be, 
because their allies in the corrupt leftist media have let 
them get away with bearing false witness against the Old 
and New Testament for decades. 
 
Being a queer, Mr. Butt-Judge merely takes it a step fur-
ther by re-interpreting the Old and New Testaments in a 
manner he supposes will excuse his sodomy and perver-
sion. What a sad little fruit.  
 
Earl Holt III 
Hetero, MO 
 

Proposed Citizenship Test 
A recent edition of the Limbaugh Letter includes a refer-
ence to a theme he has often considered: “Why Becom-
ing a U.S. Citizen Should Not Be Easy for Immigrants.” 
 
This inspired me to suggest a number of test questions 
that ought to be added to the U.S. Citizenship Test that 
foreign nationals must take to become American Citizens. 
Failure to comply with any requirement would cause the 
applicant to fail, and necessitate their reapplication.   
 
#1 Name the eight parts of speech, and give at least one 
example of each category from a sentence found in a 
Shakespearean tragedy.  
 
#2 Translate Plato’s Republic from its original Greek into 
the applicant’s native language and then into English. 
 
#3 Write a “proof” for the geometric constant designated 
as Pi, and indicate your results to 10 significant digits. 
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#4 In 500 words, write a narrative describing the causes 
of the 19th Century war correctly referred to as “The 
War of Yankee Invasion.”  
 
#5 Explain what is meant by the expressions “Separation 
of Powers” and “Checks and Balances” in the context of 
the U.S. Constitution. Give specific examples of the 
“Checks and Balances” that each branch of government 
wields relative to each other branch. 
 
#6 Describe the legal doctrine known as The Rule against 
Perpetuities, and explain why it evolved as a common 
law doctrine in the U.S.   
 
#7 Sing the soprano aria “Un Bel Di” from Puccini’s 
“Madam Butterfly” in the original Italian.  
 
Prof. Irwin Corey 
Bronx Zoo 
 

He’s Baaaaaaaaaaaaack ! 
In April, I watched what may have been the greatest 
comeback in the history of sports. I watched Tiger Woods 
defeat the most talented golfers in the world at The Mas-
ters, the world’s preeminent golf tournament held in 
Augusta, Georgia. 
 
And, as Tiger clawed his way back to the pinnacle of the 
golfing world, he was cheered every inch of the way by 
white Republicans, most of whom are probably con-
servative southerners and Trump voters.  
 
The crowd cheered every shot as if he were “kinfolk,” 
and did so because white Christians are a forgiving 
bunch who believe in redemption, and because they 
love a comeback almost as much as they love an under-
dog.  
 
Tiger Woods was both until he finished the 18th hole on 
Sunday, one stroke ahead of his nearest competitors. For 
one thing, he has battled back from several extensive 
back surgeries that usually end most golf careers.  
 
He has also endured humiliating public scandals, and a 
messy and acrimonious divorce. These would have ended 
most careers, as well. Yet, Tiger battled back and today -- 

11 years later – is once again atop the golfing world. It 
was a joy to behold. 
 
And, the support of all those white people is conclusive 
proof that white racism rarely exists, and that most 
whites are willing to accept minorities who have REAL 
talent, as opposed to those who merely allege they do… 
 
Earl P. Holt III 
Potosi, MO 
 

Lies We’ve Been Told 
Does ANYONE remember when we straight, white Chris-
tians of European background were told that “gays” were 
just as “normal” and “ordinary” as we are, and that all 
they asked was to be left alone to live their “normal” 
lives without being persecuted? 
 
Does ANYONE remember how we straight, white Chris-
tians of European background were told that the vast 
majority of black people are just as law-abiding and hon-
orable as we whites, and that all they ever asked was to 
be treated fairly and not discriminated against? 
 
Does ANYONE remember how we straight, white Chris-
tians of European background were told that this nation 
was a “melting pot” and that we reached our glorious 
zenith of civilization and prosperity because we were a 
“diverse” people of many different nationalities, races 
and religions? And, furthermore, to maintain that level of 
civilizational advancement, we had to STOP white Euro-
pean immigration and open our doors to the non-whites 
of the “Third World” in order to ensure our continued 
advancement? 
 
Does ANYONE remember how we straight, white Chris-
tians of European background were assured that if we 
only treated “gays” and blacks and Muslims and other 
Third World “guests” as WE wanted to be treated, we 
would have a happy, peaceful and just society? 
 
Well, I remember all of those assurances and promises. I 
also remember that while they were being made, the 
entire Establishment --ESPECIALLY the media -- were 
working overtime to filter everything we were being told 
about “gays” and blacks and Third World immigrants. 
And, now that our civilization is imperiled, we see the 
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truth about who these people really are! They are any-
thing but “normal,” “decent,” “law-abiding” or a 
“blessing” to our society and our nation.  
 
Images of prancing gays engaged in perversions, ubiqui-
tous black-on-white violent crime, and the treachery of 
our Muslim “guests” may dominate social media and the 
internet, but they are “spiked” by the news media. These 
images confirm the very real fears of truly normal people, 
who are not “racist” or “bigoted,” but merely rational 
and realistic.   
 
Alas for normalcy and decency! Years of appealing to the 
“better nature” of straight, white, Christians of European 
background has left us the target of extinction by the 
very people to whom we gave refuge and opportunity.  
 
As their increasingly blasphemous culture closes in 
around us, it may be too late to learn a truth voiced by an 
ancient Greek philosopher named Aesop: “Expect no 
gratitude from the wicked.” 
 
Val Protopapas 
Hobbitown, Middle Earth 
 

Tightening the Censorship Screws 
Microsoft plans to add a feature called "NewsGuard" to 
its recently revised "Edge" web browser. It’s billed as an 
attempt to discourage users from visiting news sites that 
Microsoft deems "fake news." 
  
You might think Microsoft's idea of "fake" news would 
include MS-NBC, CNN, and all the TV networks. You 
might also think it would include the New York Times and 
Washington Post on-line. You would be badly mistaken: 
These are the outlets Microsoft considers "safe" news, 
even though they are demonstrably fake news outlets. 
  
NewsGuard supposedly evaluates news organizations 
for transparency, trustworthiness, journalistic integrity, 
and "other factors," a catch-all category the left frequent-
ly employs to camouflage their evil doings.  
 
What they've really done is create the equivalent of an 
internet "spam" filter on steroids, one designed to censor 
conservatives, nationalists and Republicans. 
  

Discouraging access to the views of their ideological ene-
mies -- under the guise of filtering "spam" -- is censorship 
by any other name. The acceptance of the concept of 
"spam" was a first step that allowed for later tightening 
of the censorship screws, and should have been nipped 
in the bud at the inception of the internet. 
 
Sidney Secular 
Silver Spring, MD 
 

FAKE AMERICANS 
We hear and read often these days about "fake news." 
But news is not really fake so much as some PEOPLE are 
fake! 
  
Abraham Lincoln once made a prophecy that if ever 
America were destroyed, its demise would come not 
from some foreign military power, but from the hands of 
traitors in our own midst.  Yes, America would be the 
author of its own death and destruction. It is high time to 
call out the fake Americans among us. 
  
Fake Americans are those among us who are only nomi-
nally American citizens because they reject and disavow 
the guiding principles of our nation's Founders: First, that 
there is a God; Secondly, that God has conferred certain 
unalienable rights upon all men; Third, that God created 
all men equal in his eyes; and fourth, that Governments 
are instituted among men for the sole purpose of guaran-
teeing and securing their unalienable and God-given 
rights. 
  
Fake Americans are all those who confuse liberty with 
license to engage in immoral behavior and whatever de-
bauchery happens to tickle their fancies. “Fake” Ameri-
cans are those responsible for our current, two-tiered 
system of law and justice. They are also Fake Americans 
who’s failure to believe in God compels them to deny the 
“unalienable” nature of our enumerated Constitutional 
rights. 
  
Fake Americans are also those who, under the color of 
law, impose unconstitutional laws, policies and programs 
upon the rest of us, creating fake or illegitimate legisla-
tion. They are those who read into the text of the Consti-
tution ideas and doctrines undreamt of by its Framers.  
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We could not have “fake news” without fake Americans 
to first inspire  it. We cannot have fake government with-
out fake Americans to vote fake politicians into office. 
  
Lawrence K. Marsh 
Gaithersburg, MD 
 

Opposing the Electoral College 
All dem brotahs and sustahs bees tawkin agin dat Ele-
krikel College, an I is proposed to dat Elektrikel Collidge. I 
doos my own wirin’ an I ain’t never bin to no Elektrikel 
Collidge to lern me nuffins. 
 
Qwite natcherly, I does gets zapped frum thyme to 
thyme by dem hot wireses, but wun ob dees days I gwun-
na lern which one bees de hot won, and which one bees 
de kool wun. Wif my natcheral brane powder, I shood get 
dat rite, cause it bees a 50-50 prostitution, don it? 
 
I agreases wif all dem brutahs and sistahs whut wants to 
embolish dat Elektrikal Collidge so we kan bild somephun 
mo to de liken ob us blak fokeses, sech as a nite-club or a 
ho-house o a wing-joynt. Pakkege likker is sho nuff good 
two! 
 
Dem udder fokeses dont thinks we don nose nuffin. Why 
jus de udder day sum white menses dun tole me dat us 
blak fokeses don no nuffin bout vernacular.  
 
I tole em “what you meen I don no nuffin bout vernacu-
lar? I had it won thyme but dat dokter dun gibbed me 
penisillum fo it!” 
  
Tyrone Jones 
Tularemia, AL 

 
Moral Vacuums 

The American Left claims it is mistaken to assert the ex-
istence of any absolute standards of right and wrong. 
"Who are we to judge?" they ask. Of course, at the 
same time they single out Christianity for judgment, in 
addition to ridicule and condemnation.  
 
The left has a particular animus for those who are also 
“straight,” white males of Western or European stock. 
They believe this demographic profile defines the arch-
villains of both history and American society. All other 

demographic groups are conveniently excused from mor-
al judgments of any kind. 
  
In contrast, with the elimination of those laws and cultur-
al mores that existed 50 years ago, America is now going 
to hell in a hand-basket. This is attributable largely to the 
leftist news media. With the destruction over time of the 
moral and ethical values of the Bible -- assisted by the 
media, the federal courts and the entertainment indus-
tries -- people have found themselves with no moral ref-
erence by which to guide them. Meanwhile shame is the 
weapon used by the left to bring about a desired societal 
transformation.  
  
There was a time in American history when patriotism 
was revered, openly “gay” sexual acts were unthinkable, 
and extra-marital sex and even divorce were considered 
shameful. It was a time when neither profane nor ob-
scene language was uttered in film or on TV, and the use 
of certain words got your mouth washed-out with soap. 
 
It was also a time it was okay to be white, and children 
usually obeyed their parents without argument or chal-
lenge, because the old prescription of “spare the rod” 
was still very much in vogue. In school, kids had to actual-
ly earn their grades because there was no such thing as 
“grade inflation.”  
 
It was also a time when God came first, one’s family sec-
ond, and one’s country a very close third. Moreover, a 
dollar was actually worth a dollar, and a man’s word was 
his bond. When watching westerns in the movies or on 
TV, everyone cheered for the "white hats” and never for 
the “bad guys.” Finally, there were no speech codes im-
posed by political correctness to constrain people from 
speaking their minds. 
  
Today, the left flings such epithets as "racism," 
"sexism," “bigotry,” “Islamophobia,” and 
“homophobia” to discourage us from defending tradi-
tional American values and at all who reject their agen-
da. We endure the irony of being harangued about the 
social evils of capitalism by leftist elitists living in 
Georgetown, Manhattan, Hollywood, Martha’s Vine-
yard, and Chappaqua.  
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The latest campaign of lawlessness is the creation of 
sanctuaries for illegal aliens in defiance of federal immi-
gration laws. The Left tells us America owes the rest of 
the world our standard of living, and we are all "haters" if 
we do not accept this proposition. They say we must let 
foreign immigrants into our country even when they 
openly declare themselves to be our enemies! 
 
Today, the left tries to shame anyone who believes in an 
Ultimate Moral Authority; that is, God. This foolishness is 
proof of their closed-mindedness and bigotry, and illus-
trates the truism that those who don’t believe in God will 
fall for anything… 
 
Lawrence K. Marsh 
Gaithersburg, MD 
 

Michelle’s “Y” Chromosome 
If you need further evidence of the total dishonesty and 
traitorous nature of the Jews’ Media, try this possibility 
on for size: Michelle Obama may have been born a male, 
but supposedly had so-called “reconstructive surgery” 
by his early 20s. This begs the question just how many 
other scandals have the Jews’ Media “spiked” and inten-
tionally buried from public view? 
 
The likely circus freak married to Barack Obama -- the 
black and Muslim communist who wrongly inhabited the 
White House from 2009 to 2017 – may actually have 
been born a male named Michael LaVaughn Robinson. 
Not surprisingly, both “Michelle” and Michael share the 
same birthday of January 17, 1964 and Chicago as their 
Place of Birth.  
 
Many already knew this: In public appearances, he tow-
ers over most men and every biological woman. Moreo-
ver, his musculature and eyebrow ridges give him away, 
as does the sometimes conspicuous bulge below his 
waist that shouldn’t be there, but happens to appear in 
many photos. However, none of this piqued the curiosity 
of the purveyors of fake news among the Jews’ Media 
because, in truth, they already knew.  
 
The most significant point here is not that the 44th Pres-
ident was a queer and married to another man -– 
though voters should have been told this in 2008 -- it is 
that the Jews’ Media buried this and every other scan-

dal that would have destroyed Barack Hussein Obama’s 
political ambitions long before he could do the kinds of 
damage he did as president.  
 
Using the pseudonym of “Barry Sotero,” Barack Obama 
appears to have engaged in serial debt-skipping as a 
young man. In fact, everything the Jews’ Media ever told 
us about him is a carefully cultivated lie that’s as fraudu-
lent as Obama’s pronouncement on any subject. 
 
As many readers may recall, an acquaintance of mine -- 
who was on the HARVARD LAW REVIEW when Obama 
was its ostensible “Editor-in-Chief” -- made this state-
ment: “I never met him, he never entered the Law Re-
view offices, and I have no idea what his work product 
was.”  Not surprisingly, Obama was the first Editor of the 
HARVARD LAW REVIEW that never authored an article 
in it.  
 
As everyone should know by now, Obama also engaged 
in numerous criminal acts by using a phony birth-
certificate, although this may be news to the morons 
who voted for him. He is also a communist and a Muslim, 
and was not Constitutionally eligible to become Presi-
dent. And now it is also likely that he is a queer and mar-
ried to another man. 
 
If I were a waiter in the Washington area -- who hap-
pened to serve the Obamas -- I would take great pains 
to preserve a DNA sample from Michelle’s water glass, 
napkin, or utensils, because it could be worth a fortune 
if shopped to the tabloids. An actual DNA Test would 
NOT even be necessary: All that’s needed is a micro-
scopic exam showing a “Y” Chromosome within each 
cell nucleus, where there ought to be two “X” Chromo-
somes. 
 
Joan Rivers 
Forest Lawn, CA  
 

Never Too Late to Learn? 
A study has found that so-called “Universal Basic Income” 
schemes do not work. The study was conducted by some 
international labor group and evaluated programs in Ken-
ya, India, Alaska and Finland. It must have finally oc-
curred to members of this group that they might end up  
footing the bill for all that “free” money. 
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Most white people didn’t need a study to tell them what 
Bill Buckley put succinctly and elegantly in his 1974 book 
Four Reforms: “The only thing our experience with wel-
fare has taught us that when you offer people free mon-
ey, they have a strong inclination to accept it.”  
  
However, there may be a silver lining to this cloud, be-
cause it  hints at the possibility that even socialist groups 
MAY be capable of learning from history. If this is the 
case –- and if they really CAN learn –- then the following 
areas may afford fertile learning opportunities for vital 
facts about the real, non-Marxist world. 
 
For example, anyone capable of recognizing the error of 
giving away free money to po’ folkses might even be 
bright enough to realize that so-called “white privilege” is 
a fraudulent concept. All disparities in educational attain-
ment and income normally attributed to so-called “white 
privilege” are really the benefits that accrue from the 15 
IQ-point advantage that whites enjoy relative to blacks. 
 

Such individuals might also be capable of recognizing that 
the tsunami of Third World immigrants on our southern 
border are an emergency in every sense of the word. 
They are largely poor, uneducated, unskilled and uninter-
ested in assimilating into American culture. America’s 
“First World” civilization is as alien to them as integral 
calculus, and there may be 40 million of them already 
here. 
 
Those capable of recognizing that Universal Income 
schemes are the fantasy of academic grifters and other 
Stalinists might also be capable of recognizing that the so
-called “Democrat” Party has become nothing less than 
the New Marxist Party.  
 
They need only look at the relentless class warfare prac-
ticed by “Democrat” primary candidates to understand 
that no semblance of anything “democratic” remains sa-
cred to anyone in the so-called “Democrat” Party. This is 
as obvious as the fact that the Sun rises in the East. 
 
Dr. Irwin Corey 
Bronx Zoo   
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Nature’s Eternal Religion & 
 The White Man’s Bible 

(2 books by the late Ben Klassen) 
These two books explore the rationale for the religious creed 
founded by their late author, Ben Klassen, which he named the 
Ideology of Creativity. For our purposes, they make a powerful 
statement on the subject of race, and  White survival in particular. 
 
According to the author, “Nature’s Eternal Religion is unlike any 
other book ever written,” and contains “the ability to revolutionize 
White America.” It bills itself as the religious creed known as 
“Creativity,” its organization is called the “Church of the Crea-
tor” and its members are designated “Creators.” 
 
Drawing on the success of Nature’s Eternal Religion, Klassen fol-

lowed it with a sequel he aptly titled The White Man’s Bible. It details the Racial Religion of Creativity, and contains 
information on many subjects of interest, such as a chapter on “Articles for Defense of the White Race.” 
 
These two books may offend many Christians, because their author is definitely NOT a turn-the-other-cheek kind of 
guy. In fact, he alleges that certain tenets of Christianity are responsible for weakening the White Race, and “keeping it 
in a state of ignorance and poverty” for 1,000 years following the fall of Rome. 
 
On the other hand, even hostile reviewers have commented on the author’s unique and powerful insights into the sub-
ject of race and ethnicity. His arguments will require readers to confront ideas they have rarely, if ever encountered. 
 
For those who may initially be offended by its stark claims, the author contends that they “…will find the history and 
the basic cause as to why the White Race, the most intelligent and powerful force on the face of the Earth, is now in 
the ridiculous position of fleeing before its weaker enemies.” It’s hard to argue with that assessment. 
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The Political Cesspool is an award-winning broadcast that can be heard on our 
flagship station, AM 1600 WMQM in Memphis, Tennessee, and via the Liberty 
News Radio Network’s internet stream, affiliate stations, and shortwave / satellite 
network. Go to thepoliticalcesspool.org to listen live over the internet. 

Paradoxes 
Are Marxists too stupid and ignorant to recognize that 
the financial support they receive from George Soros -- to 
promote socialism – ONLY exists because it was first cre-
ated by CAPITALISM? 
 
How can the federal government demand that U.S. citi-
zens repay student loan balances, but give illegal aliens a 
free education? 
 
Why are the Democrats and their allies in the Corrupt 
Leftist Media obsessed about obtaining the tax records of 
a wealthy man who became a politician, but ignore the 
tax records of politicians who became multi-millionaires 
in public office? 
 
Only in America could law-abiding patriots and national-
ists be labeled "racists" and "fascists," but illegal aliens - 
even violent criminals - are called "Dreamers." Why do 
immigrants proudly wave the flag of their native land 
from which they claim to have risked their lives fleeing?  
 
Leftists claim they want to hear all points of view, but are 
genuinely shocked and offended to discover there ACTU-
ALLY ARE other points of view besides their own! 
 
Florida has experienced hundreds of hurricanes since 
1850, but proponents of “Man-made Global Warming” 
insist that only the most recent ones were due to 
“climate change.” 
 

How can President Trump be accused of Obstruction of 
Justice for criticizing the Mueller witch-hunt, while Mem-
bers of Congress get a free pass for vilifying and harass-
ing Attorney General William Barr while he is investi-
gating the fraud committed against the FISA Court and 
then used in a treasonous coup to destroy President 
Trump?   
 
Diogenes 
Athens, Greece 
 

America’s Tower of Babel 
Between the 1980s and the early 2000s, there was a 
movement to legislate English as America's official lan-
guage, at least in the context of civil government. This 
movement ran out of steam because of several dismally 
unsuccessful attempts to get Congress to enact such a 
law. Our hapless Congress “fiddled” as the multicultural 
juggernaut continued to slowly strangle this nation. 
 
English should be the official language of the United 
States. Although it was a subject never broached at the 
time our founding documents were created, it is the only 
language that can introduce uniformity and harmony 
among the polyglot ethnicities that now share this land. 
 
No other language is capable of creating a climate where 
diverse ethnicities can successfully communicate with 
one another, especially when their first language is not 
English. Immigrants currently have little incentive to 
learn English, because they are often accommodated 
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with their native language by local governments, increas-
ing the likelihood that they will never successfully assimi-
late.  
 
If the U.S. were to make the mistake of allowing even 
one foreign language to be formally adopted as a “co-
equal,” official language alongside English – such as Span-
ish -- then every non-English-speaking ethnicity would 
demand equal treatment under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment.    
 
The financial and cultural costs of acceding to such de-
mands would be astronomical and would inevitably in-
crease the friction between English-speaking Americans 
and immigrants who do not speak English. It might also 
introduce friction among all non-English-speaking groups, 
further fragmenting American society.   
 
It is not racist or xenophobic to expect immigrants to 
these shores to learn English. It is the very least we 
should demand of those to whom we grant American 
citizenship.    
 
Sidney Secular, 
Silver Spring, MD 
 

A Diagnosis for Today! 
Every sane American is concerned with what is going on 
in our culture today. Certain behaviors are now common-
place that once would have put a person in the custody 
of the county, and that includes violence against 
strangers having an opposing political or social vision. 
Violence is so ubiquitous, merely wearing a particular hat 
or tee-shirt can instigate violent behavior that used to be 
found only in the lowest classes. 
 
Then there is the behavior of our “leaders” and 
“celebrities,” who say and do things that would cause 
ordinary madmen to blush, and to top it off, MOST of this 
is digitally preserved in some way. Admittedly, this has 
happened gradually over time, but it is rapidly getting 
worse in both type and tempo. 
 
Now, however, there may be an explanation. Dr. Steve 
Bressert presents a possible reason (if not solution) for 
the current spate of insanity, which he has labeled Histri-
onic Personality Disorder (HPD).  

 
According to the good Doctor, this syndrome is “…
characterized by a long-standing pattern of attention 
seeking behavior and extreme emotionality …(by those 
who) want to be the center of attention in any group of 
people, and (who) feel uncomfortable when they are 
not. While often lively, interesting, and sometimes dra-
matic, they have difficulty when people aren’t focused 
exclusively on them.”  
 
The symptoms of this condition include: 
 
   1. Discomfort in situations where that person is not  
        the center of attention;  
   2. Inappropriate behavior when interacting with others; 
   3. Rapidly shifting and shallow expression of emotions; 
   4. Self-dramatization and exaggerated emotions; 
   5. High suggestibility; easily influenced by others or  
        circumstances. 
 
If these characteristics sound familiar it’s because they 
are on exhibit almost every day by such luminaries as 
Barack Obama, Alexandria Occasio-Cortez, Beto O’Rourke 
and Bernie Sanders, to single out just four of our current, 
alleged ”leaders.” 
 
Sometimes these symptoms appear naturally in adoles-
cence but disappear with maturity and age. If so, we may 
have a long wait with the so-called “Millennial” Genera-
tion, which shows an egregious shortage of “maturity” 
except among its members who are avowedly conserva-
tive or nationalistic. 
 
Women are more likely to suffer from this condition than 
men, but I don’t believe that Dr. Bressert is considering 
our present bumper crop of gender-benders who don’t 
know if they ARE male or female, or something else alto-
gether. Certainly, many “gender challenged” people 
suffer from this condition or they would not be so anx-
ious to push their sexual angst into everybody’s face. 
 
Dr. Bressert admits the causes are unknown, but there 
are many theories. In his opinion, most professionals 
“subscribe to a biopsychosocial model of causation”: 
That is, its causes are thought to be due to biological, 
genetic and social factors, and include how a person in-
teracts in their early development with their family and 
friends and other children.  
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I would also like to add the possibility that our navel-
gazing, self-absorbed culture has a lot to do with it. Since 
the 1950s, “child experts” have been telling kids that 
they are perfect and parents that they are the problem. I 
would suggest that those particular chickens have now 
come home to roost BIG TIME! 
 
Val Protopapas 
Hobbiton, Middle Earth 

The Prudent Serpents 
I continue to read with interest the ongoing debate in 
this country concerning  “immigration,” especially as it’s 
voiced by those who consider themselves Christian. 
Frankly, it’s time to remember what Scripture actually 
says as opposed to what many allege that it says: Jesus 
tells his disciples, “Be ye gentle as doves, BUT BE YE 
WISE AS SERPENTS.” That second clause is usually 
omitted, and that does not bode well for the Christian 
response to evil. 
 
Those people who equate the present invasion with Ellis 
Island are ignorant of history. During that period, not 
everyone was welcome! Doctors stood at ships’ gang-
planks and examined arriving immigrants. Any sign of 
illness and back the poor unfortunate went! So the idea 
that the door was wide open for all those “huddled mass-
es yearning to breathe free” is nonsense.  
 
Furthermore, when those immigrants came, they had to 
make their own way! There was no welfare state to sup-
port them at the expense of American taxpayers. Most 
of those coming today don’t want to “breathe free,” 
they want to “eat free” and “live free” and receive eve-
rything else “free” at the expense of that same taxpay-
er!  
 

Also, Ellis Island immigrants wanted to become Ameri-
cans. They learned English and “fit in.” Today’s 
“immigrants” expect America to adjust to them. Our Con-
gress refuses to make English our national language and 
so we have everything from driver’s licenses to ballots 
and product instructions in a polyglot of languages. This 
is a sure way to destroy what used to be a common 
American culture and the concept of an American 
“nation.”  
 
All one has to do is look at the assault on all things Ameri-
can to see that we’re being set up for a world without 
borders or freedom, at least as we Americans have tradi-
tionally understood that concept. Now there are even 
suggestions that “Lady Liberty” -- the “greeter of those 
huddled masses” -- should be removed as “offensive” to 
Muslims. (Perhaps they can be appeased by placing a 
hijab on her…) 
 
And that’s another thing that seems to be lost in this de-
bate, namely that Christianity is under attack. Atheists, 
neo-pagans, Jews, communists and all other enemies of 
Christ have made a veiled pact with Muslims to destroy 
Christ’s Church. Evil preaches tolerance until it achieves 
power and then tolerance ends.  
 
Many Western Christians wander about, lost and impo-
tent, threatened with persecution for the crime of being 
Christian. Yet, many still believe that the “Christian” 
thing to do is to welcome the forces of destruction im-
ported by our own government to annihilate us! It’s 
time to wake up! We must put aside the guileless doves 
and embrace the prudent serpents as Our Lord Himself 
instructed. 
 
Val Protopapas 
Hobbiton, Middle Earth 
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Un-Asked Questions 

By Don Wassall 

In a letter to the editor of THE NATIONALIST TIMES, John 
W. Altman states: “Americans have never been asked if 
they think it is a good thing for their nation to be 
changed from a White majority to a non-White majority 
country.” 
 
That is a very pertinent point: Race is the number one 
topic in the United States, one the corporate media is 
obsessed with and one that is constantly thrown in our 
faces. It pervades nearly every significant public issue 
including violent crime, immigration, employment, ad-
missions, voter fraud, and welfare participation rates. 
 
So why, in a country where race is widely considered the 
most important issue of all, were White Americans never 
consulted about the plans of Democrats and RINOs to 
methodically replace them?  Exactly which election was it 
when America voted to become a non-White nation? 
Very peculiar for that NOT to happen in a so-called 
“democracy,” isn’t it? 
 
Of course, nationalists know the answer: The rapid de-
mographic change from a 90 percent White country to 
projections of a majority non-White country has never 
been raised as an issue in any national election. 
 
Americans rarely have a choice on the truly important 
issues! We are only permitted to decide the minor 
matters that Democrats and RINOs love to posture 
about, as they emphasize their alleged “fundamental 
differences.”  If there is a piece of legislation Israel wants, 
it will pass both the House and Senate with the only op-
posing vote being that of Rand Paul.  
 
Likewise, if there is a resolution denouncing Russia, it will 
pass unanimously, along with any resolution denouncing 
“White supremacy” (but never mentioning Antifa). If the 
President were to again violate the Constitution -- by 
bombing yet another defenseless country -- Congress 
won’t utter a peep of protest with the exception of a few 
courageous souls such as Rand Paul. 
   
On the important issues, the two parties act as if they are 
a one-party system.”  So, this demands the question, is 
the United States really a nation where “We the People” 

have the final say? Or is it a country more akin to a tradi-
tional Oligarchy, in which elections serve as a façade or 
“fig leaf” to obscure its essential nature? 
 
Anyone who publicly objects to Whites becoming a mi-
nority in America is vilified, attacked, and labeled a 
“NAZI,” “racist,” “White supremacist,” “anti-Semite” or a 
host of other time-honored pejoratives. There has never 
been any real debate permitted when discussing the sub-
ject of race, but now the irrationality and invective have 
reached hysterical proportions.  Virtually anyone who 
publicly identifies as a Donald Trump supporter is now a 
potential target of both verbal and physical assault.  
 
So, we have a country where race is the central issue, yet 
no one can discuss it rationally and only agreement with 
the left’s accepted anti-White narrative is permitted. 
Whites are becoming a minority at an astonishingly fast 
rate -- viewed in historical terms -- yet if they object to 
this Orwellian spectacle, they are denounced as racist or 
supremacist.  Everyone not hopelessly brainwashed by 
communist ideology realizes the double standard, but 
even though Whites founded and built this civilization, 
the left’s agenda of White replacement continues una-
bated.  
 
Donald Trump has never once spoken sympathetically of 
Whites as a group.  The best thing about the Trump ad-
ministration is that it’s not the Clinton administration.  
Sadly, Trump has turned out to be the “lesser of two 
evils,” albeit a most eccentric and entertaining one. How-
ever, his “deplorable” supporters have been given 
breathing space and an opportunity to reverse course for 
at least another two years. What White Nationalists do 
with that breathing space and opportunity is up to us. 
The early returns are not promising. 
 
There are two other important questions that are never 
asked, in addition to the question involving which elec-
tion America voted to become a non-White country:  
 
First, once Whites become a minority in 20 or so years, 
how much further do the Democrats and RINOs intend to 
reduce the White population? To 40%, 25%, 10%, or the 

(Continued on page 35) 
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Visit our new website at CofCC.us or conservative-headlines.org 

Recently, a CofCC Member in Idaho sent me a newspaper 
clipping about Derek Black, the only child of our friends 
Don and Chloe Black at StormFront. Derek claims to have 
experienced some sort of “epiphany” in 2013, and then 
joined our ideological enemies with whom he regularly 
denounces white nationalism. 
 
In the process, he denounced his parents and the move-
ment to which they’ve devoted so much of their lives, 
and has even changed his name. Apparently, he occa-
sionally ventures out on a nationwide speaking tour, 
which was the subject of the newspaper clipping sent to 
me.  
 
Derek is a painful reminder of just how easy and conven-
ient Cultural Marxism makes it for gullible or timid indi-
viduals to “drink the Kool-Aid”  and then betray their par-
ents, their country, their civilization and their race. That’s 
because there are numerous rewards for doing so, and 
endless penalties to sanction those who dare to tell the 
truth about “taboo” subjects such as multiculturalism, 
feminism, Zionism, or other varieties of Marxism.  
 
The left is a vast echo-chamber: If you are a leftist, you 
NEVER have to defend your beliefs to anyone, that is, 
unless you stray from Marxist dogma. The old “Loyalist” 
slogan during the Spanish Civil War – “No enemies to the 
left” – is still practiced by every Marxist and Marxist apol-
ogist on Earth.  
 
This makes life very easy for converts like Derek, who 
never again have to worry about seeing their First 

Amendment Rights of free speech and peaceful assembly 
trampled by mobs of violent criminals wearing masks to 
hide their identities and crimes. On the rare occasions 
when leftists actually DO experience counter-
demonstrators, the latter are usually well behaved and 
law-abiding.  
 
Truth is an exceptionally rare commodity in this day and 
age, and the penalties paid by white nationalists for 
merely uttering such truths can be greater even than the 
loss of employment. Conservatives, white nationalists, 
heterosexuals, Christians and Republicans are routinely 
censored for their views by the Corrupt Leftist Media and 
by the Pharisees of social media, and they aren’t award-
ed any literary prizes, either.  
 
On the other hand -– as in Derek's case – those who con-
vert to the left are always rewarded with speaking tours, 
job opportunities, fawning approval, or other incentives 
including professional awards. For example, if you are a 
journalist who trades in fake news to defame your ideo-
logical enemies, the industry will always find another job 
for you once your lies are exposed, just as it did in the 
case of Dan Rather and countless others. 
 
One of the more interesting anecdotes from that news-
paper clipping involved the fact that New College -- the 
liberal arts school Derek attended in Sarasota, Florida -- 
was seriously considering expelling him  because of his 
views.  
 

(Continued on page 36) 

Ideological Chameleons 

By Earl P. Holt III 

South African goal of 0 percent? Anyone with eyes to see 
realizes what is taking place is meant to be an irreversible 
process with the final goal being the total elimination of 
the white race.  
 
Secondly, once Whites officially become a minority, will 
we then be allowed to show ethnic pride to celebrate our 

heritage, as all other racial groups are encouraged to do? 
Will affirmative action end, along with the institutional-
ized demonization of White men? Not hardly! 
 
Don Wassall is the founder and editor of The Nationalist 
Times newspaper: His website is americanfreedomun-
ion.com. 

UN-ASKED (Continued from page 34) 
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Nigro Skin Privilege 
By Earl P. Holt III 

Persons of color and their communist allies spend an aw-
ful lot of time denouncing whites for what they allege to 
be our “white skin privilege.” While it’s true that whites 
have certain advantages over blacks, those advantages 
arise almost exclusively from the 15 point average IQ dis-
parity that favors whites over blacks in the U.S. 
 
There is also a less measurable advantage that whites 
possess: Being more highly evolved, most of us do not 
revert to the primitive tribal instincts that are so typical 
of most blacks, since we are more likely to value Rule of 
Law. Those primitive tribal instincts of blacks must be 
genetically-based, since they have endured despite 400 
years of exposure to the First World civilizations created 
by whites.   
 
Their primitive tribal instincts are particularly evident 
when one of them gets into serious legal trouble. It is at 
this point that one can clearly see what amounts to 
“Black Skin Privilege,” or the phenomenon of blacks rou-
tinely rallying to ensure their fellow blacks escape legal 
consequences for their seemingly endless misdeeds. 
 
O.J. SIMPSON: Everyone with an IQ in excess of 60 real-
izes that O.J. Simpson murdered his wife and Ron Gold-
man, the unlucky guy who went to Nicole Simpson’s 
home to return her glasses on that fateful evening. The 
evidence against Simpson was overwhelming, but the 
black morons who served on Simpson’s jury would have 
acquitted him even if they had viewed videotapes of 
Simpson committing the two murders and his confession. 
 
Another significant factor in Simpson’s ability to escape 
justice was the gutless and inexcusable decision of L.A. 
Prosecuting Attorney Gil Garcetti, who decided to hold 
Simpson’s trial in Los Angeles rather than in Brentwood 
where the murders occurred. This ensured the jury 
would be comprised of numerous dull-witted blacks, 

making Simpson’s acquittal or a “hung” jury nearly a fore-
gone conclusion.  
 
JESSE JACKSON: Rather than pay child support for his 
black bastards, this phony and sanctimonious liar embez-
zled hundreds of thousands of dollars from his phony tax-
exempt charities to pay his child-support. Then, instead 
of prosecuting this serial liar for Tax Fraud, Jackson was 
let off the hook by George Bush Sr.  
 
The cowardly and incompetent Bush Administration de-
clined to prosecute Jackson because they were intimidat-
ed by the inevitable outcry that would have been orches-
trated by every race-hustler in the U.S. Blacks routinely 
allege they are singled out for prosecution, when In fact, 
the truth is the exact opposite.   
 
ALCEE HASTINGS: Rep. Alcee Hastings (D-FL20) is a 
proud member of the Congressional Black Caucus, as well 
as one of only six individuals in U.S. history Impeached 
and removed by Congress from a federal judgeship. He 
was the first federal judge to be charged with a crime 
while serving on the federal bench.   
 
In 1988, Hastings was impeached by a House vote of 417 
to 3 for “conspiracy and obstruction of justice for solic-
iting a $150,000 bribe in return for reducing the sen-
tences of two mob-connected felons convicted in Has-
tings’ court.” He was then removed by the Senate. 
 
After being elected to Congress in 1992 from an over-
whelmingly black Congressional District – one that natu-
rally includes the cesspool known as Broward County -- 
Hastings hired his longtime girlfriend as an employee in 
his office. He has paid her the maximum congressional 
salary, a total of $2.4 Million since 2000. Hastings also 

(Continued on page 37) 

The Bolsheviks who run so-called “higher education” 
have made every college campus a place where common 
sense and empirical fact go to die, and their emissaries 
then vilified. The Left knows perfectly well that naïve and 

gullible college students could never stand up to being 
made a pariah by fellow students, nor have the temerity 
to  fight expulsion from their educational institution.  
 
Derek Black is merely one more victim of Cultural Marx-
ism’s “long march through the institutions.”  

CHAMELEONS  (Continued from page 35) 
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employs his girlfriend's daughter and the wife of a former 
staffer who was earlier convicted of money laundering. 
 
His legal and ethical problems clearly don’t offend the 
black garbage in Florida’s 20th Congressional District, 
who routinely return Hastings to office. It is doubtful if 
any are aware of his Impeachment, and even fewer 
would care if they knew. The same is equally true of his 
nepotism, although no constituent of Hastings would be 
familiar with the term. 
 
JUSSIE SMOLLETT: Fearing that his acting career was 
flagging, this black queer staged a phony “hate crime” 
against himself to capitalize on the resulting media 
“feeding frenzy” he knew would follow. Fortunately, his 
two accomplices cooperated with police, and there are 
even photos of these two burly Nigerians purchasing the 
materials used in this phony “hate crime,” for which 
Smollett brainlessly paid with a personal check. 
 
Immediately afterward, many crooked nigro “fixers” in 
the Chicago cesspool came to Smollett’s defense, includ-
ing the Obamas, Jesse Jackson, and even Kamala Harris, 
that lying nigress from California who is running for presi-
dent. The nigress State’s Attorney, Kim Foxx also came to 
his defense with the usual obstruction of justice for 
which those people are so renowned.  
 
Despite hundreds of thousands of dollars squandered by 
Chicago Police investigating Smollett’s phony allegations, 
Kim Foxx dropped 16 felony charges against Smollett, 
while claiming to recuse herself from the case. In fact, 
she continued to call the shots in the Smollett Case 
throughout the investigation. This “pantomime” justice 
led to the resignation of Chicago’s Chief Ethics Officer, as 
well as her immediate subordinate.  
 
The efforts to run interference for Smollett by Illinois 
State’s Attorney Kim Foxx were so patently illegal – as 
well as flagrant and poorly executed -- she is now under 
investigation by the State of Illinois and the U.S. Justice 
Department.  
 
ISMAIL ABRAHAM: This case demonstrates that one 
needn’t be a celebrity to benefit from “Black Skin Privi-
lege.” In a recent New York City case, this 18 year-old 
nigro gang-banger was arrested with a stolen revolver in 
an incident that was captured on videotape. He is a 

member of the G Stone Crips and has four prior arrests, 
including two for gun possession within the past year.  
 
Rather than throw the book at him, however, nigress 
Judge Ellen Edwards refused to set the $25,000 bail for 
Abraham requested by prosecutors. Instead, she ordered 
him to observe an 8:00 p.m. curfew, and write a report 
on gun violence in the black community. (I’m NOT kid-
ding!) 
 
While several police officers criticized Judge Edwards for 
being a typical “out of touch” judge, the truth is far more 
sinister. The judge is well aware of what she is doing: Her 
tribal instincts compel her to side with  her fellow blacks 
over public safety, while she personally enables their vio-
lent, savage and witless predispositions.   
 
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL: Powell flagrantly embezzled 
funds in a manner that is now common among black offi-
cials, but was fairly novel at the time. In addition, for six 
years he paid his third wife as an employee of his con-
gressional office, even though she probably couldn’t find 
the Capitol Building, had never performed any work for 
his office, and had returned to Puerto Rico six years be-
fore. (Essentially, U.S. taxpayers paid her alimony.)  
 
As a result, a majority-Democrat House refused to seat 
Powell in 1967 and stripped him of his Committee Chair-
manship pending a Judiciary Committee investigation. 
Powell sued the Speaker based on the refusal of the 
House to seat him –- House Resolution 278 -- but the res-
olution was overturned by the U.S. Supreme Court in 
Powell v. McCormick because of unprecedented and un-
constitutional judicial activism by the Warren Court.  
 
In the meantime, Powell ran for reelection to Congress in 
a Special Election in 1968, and was re-elected by the 
same black trash in Harlem that commit most of New 
York City’s crimes. They were exceedingly tolerant of 
Powell’s misdeeds and wouldn’t think of allowing a few 
felonies by their congressman to stand in the way of his 
political ambitions. 
 
It is no coincidence that Powell’s successor in Congress, 
Charles Rangel, was guilty of even more flagrantly crimi-
nal acts -- including multiple counts of tax fraud – despite 
Rangel being Chairman of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee and Chairman of the Joint Committee on Taxa-
tion. 

PRIVILEGE (Continued from page 36) 

(Continued on page 39) 
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CONSERVATIVE CITIZENS FOUNDATION 
The Conservative Citizens Foundation is the only tax-deductible entity within the Council 
of Conservative Citizens (CofCC.) The Foundation is a true 501 (c) (3). 

The Foundation is the appropriate Beneficiary for those wishing to remember the CofCC 
in their Estate Planning, and who may wish to benefit from its Tax- Deductible features. 

Gifts or contributions may be made directly to the CofCC, but they are NOT tax deductible, because the CofCC is a 501 (c) (4) 
corporation. 

Occasionally, The Foundation may be in a position to help finance educational efforts in conjunction with a CofCC undertak-
ing, in addition to publishing “Occasional Papers”: The latter are monographs devoted to a specific issue requiring the analy-
sis of experts. 

The Foundation has also produced a video exposing the so-called “Frankfurt School,” a treasonous cabal of communist refu-
gees from Europe, who immediately began subverting America's institutions of higher-learning. 

Inquiries may be sent to CofCC, P.O. Box 250, Potosi, MO; 63664-0250 

Bumper Stickers! 

(3” x 8”)      $2.50 each or $2.00 each for 10 or more. 

 Indicate number of each desired, and send check, 

Money Order, or disguised cash to 

 CofCC, P.O. Box 250, Potosi, MO; 63664-0250 

PUT YOUR ESTATE TO GOOD USE 
WHEN YOU PASS ON! 

 
Establish a Patriotic Trust in your name 

to help save Western Civilization. 
 

Attorney William Johnson has been a pro-white 
activist for 35 years. In order to promote the 
great awakening that our nation needs, he will 
prepare your patriotic trust free of charge and 
according to your instructions. 
Contact: 
 
William Johnson 
Johnson & Associates 
350 S. Figueroa St., Suite 190 
Los Angeles, California 90071 
 
Tel: (213) 621-3000 
Fax: (213) 621-2900 
e-mail: johnson@LosLaw.com 

GOLD COINS FOR SALE ! 
I will sell one-ounce GOLD COINS to CofCC & AFP Members 
at “SPOT,” the Market Price for gold.  
 
This offer will be available whenever the “spot” price ex-
ceeds $1,300 per oz. 
 
No additional fees will be assessed, unless the coins must 
be insured & mailed, which I don’t recommend because of 
the expense.  
 
I expect buyers to accommodate me regarding travel, ra-
ther than the reverse. I will find a venue for the exchange 
that ensures the safety of both buyer and seller, such as a 
police station. We will split any costs of closing.  
 
If interested, please contact me through the website’s e-
mail address at admin@american3rdposition.com. 
 
Please indicate quantities desired and convenient dates 
and times for the exchange. 
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We are repeatedly told by supposed  "experts" that Islam 
is a “religion of peace and tolerance,” and that most Mus-
lims wish to live in harmony with their non-Muslim 
neighbors. Although this unqualified assertion may be 
true, it is also irrelevant. It is a meaningless diversion in-
tended to obscure the specter of fanatics rampaging 
across the globe in the name of Islam.  
 
It is the fanatics who dominate Islam at this moment in 
history. It is the fanatics who march and it is the fanatics 
who wage any one of 50 shooting wars worldwide. It is 
the fanatics who systematically slaughter Christians and 
tribal groups throughout Africa, and are gradually taking 
over the entire continent in an Islamic wave.  
 
Likewise, it is the fanatics who bomb, behead, murder 
and “honor kill.” It is the fanatics who take over mosque 
after mosque and use them as military bases. It is the 
fanatics who zealously preach the stoning and hanging of 
rape victims and homosexuals. The hard fact is that the 
"peaceful majority" is also the "silent majority" and as a 
result, is often cowed into irrelevance. 
 
The Soviet Union was peopled by Russians who wanted 
to live in peace, yet Soviet Communists were responsible 
for the murder of around 56 million people. The peaceful 
majority were both irrelevant and its victims. China's 
huge population was peaceful as well, but Chinese Com-
munists managed to kill a staggering 60 million of their 
own “peaceful” citizens during Mao’s so-called “Cultural 
Revolution.” 
  
The average Japanese prior to World War II was not a 
warmongering sadist. Yet, Japan tortured and slaugh-
tered its way across Southeast Asia in an orgy of killing 

that included the systematic murder of 12 million Chi-
nese civilians, most of whom were killed by sword, shov-
el, and bayonet. And, who can forget Rwanda, which col-
lapsed into butchery as its two most numerous tribes 
murdered one million of each other using primitive tools. 
But, could it not be correctly said that the majority of 
Rwandans were "peace loving?” 
 
History lessons are often both simple and blunt, yet we 
often miss the most basic of points: Peace-loving Mus-
lims have been made irrelevant by their silence and their 
weakness. Furthermore, even peace-loving Muslims will 
be our enemy eventually, because they will find that the 
fanatics own them.  
 
Peace-loving Germans, Japanese, Chinese, Russians, 
Rwandans, Serbs, Afghans, Iraqis, Palestinians, Somalis, 
Nigerians, Algerians, and many others have died because 
the peaceful majority did not speak up -– much less rise 
up -- until it was too late. And as for those of us who 
watch it all unfold, we must pay attention to the only 
group that counts: The fanatics who threaten our way of 
life. 
 
Lastly, we must look at what is going on in America to-
day. Most rational people believe that only “the crazies” 
want communism, perversion and all the rest of the in-
sanity that is going on now, but their world -- the CRAZY 
world -- is becoming our reality even as we reject that 
possibility.  
 
So it would seem that WE are “the peaceful majority” 
and, if we do NOTHING, we will suffer the fate of that 
particular group throughout history. 

The Peaceful Majority 

By Valerie Protopapas 

The incredibly low standards of personal conduct that 
blacks invariably demand and establish for other blacks 
become self-fulfilling prophesies. In a variation of the old 
adage, “monkey see, monkey do,” they observe others of 
their race get away with murder -- literally in the case of 
O.J. Simpson – and assume they can get away with their 
own misdeeds, as well. 

 
What society needs to do is hold blacks to higher stand-
ards of personal conduct, and not allow blacks to perpet-
uate the astonishingly low standards that are now toler-
ated. In the long run, this will make them better citizens, 
rather than encourage the criminal subculture in which 
they flourish. 

PRIVILEGE (Continued from page 37) 
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The Nationalist Times 
Subscribe to America’s best patriotic newspaper. In each month’s issue, The Nationalist Times tackles politics, econom-
ics, race, immigration, cultural communism, privacy issues, the rapidly growing high-tech surveillance state and Wash-
ington, D.C.’s rush to totalitarianism, and all the other doings of the New World Order subversives, and we do it from a 
perspective that infuriates liberals and globalists and delights patriots. 

Published monthly since 1985, The Nationalist Times is politically independent and promotes a common sense, intelli-
gent and passionate alternative to the reigning “party line.” 

Readers of The Citizens Informer may subscribe to The National Times for the special introductory offer of just $29.00 
for one year, or $55 for two years. That’s more than half off the regular subscription price! Send your subscription to:  

The Nationalist Times, P.O. Box 218 , Wildwood, PA  15091 

ADVERTISEMENT 

JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE: 

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR SERVICE 

Hear Pastor Pete Peters daily on WWCR shortwave radio. 

24 hours a day; seven days a week—Daily internet streaming: 

www.ScripturesForAmerica.org 

For a FREE newsletter with complete broadcast schedule, write to 

Scriptures for America, POB 766, LaPorte, CO 80535, USA. 

FREEDOM MOVEMENT ACTION NEWSLETTER 
has news, views, and recommended action on subjects of 
interest to patriots, including many things not covered 
elsewhere. It features in-depth, engaging, yet concise 
summaries in a unique word-play style. No compromises--
no retreat--no surrender. 
Twelve bimonthly and thoroughly engrossing issues cover 
a two year period for only $34, or $3 for a sample copy.  
Provide legible contact information including mailing ad-
dress. Send check or money order to:  
Sidney Secular, P.O. Box 7753, Silver Spring, MD 20907.  

Council of Conservative Citizens 

P.O. Box 250 

Potosi, MO 63664-0250 
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BONUS SECTION 

Extra Content Only Available In The Electronic Edition 

The news is filled with horror stories about so-called 
“hate speech” and the people guilty of this great crime 
against humanity. They are always given names: At one 
time they were called “birthers” or “truthers,” but now 
they are called “deniers,” as in “climate change deniers” 
or “holocaust deniers.” No matter what they are called, 
they represent a point of view that is unacceptable to our 
political class.  
 
Interestingly enough, it really doesn’t matter how well 
they can prove their case because facts are of little inter-
est. All that matters is that the dogma of our political 
class is accepted and espoused at all times. Indeed, the 
more able “deniers” are to prove the legitimacy of their 
heretical point of view, the more viciously they are perse-
cuted.  
 
People have actually been imprisoned for questioning 
the accuracy of accounts of the Jewish “holocaust” that is 
said to have taken place during World War II. According 
to their claims, the Nazis murdered six million Jews in 
various pogroms and camps throughout Europe. Holo-
caust deniers reject that claim and allege different figures 
and scenarios. Interestingly enough, they don’t say that 
no Jews were murdered, but that the six million figure 
generated by the Soviet NKVD may have been inflated in 
order to produce a specific agenda. 
 
The point of this article is not the accuracy of either side 
in these matters. Were the “birthers” right or wrong 
about Obama’s birth certificates? Are the “truthers” right 
about 9/11? Is climate change solely the result of human 
activity or are there other causes? Were six million Jews 
murdered by the Nazis? The real problem is not any of 
these questions.  
 
The real problem is the fact that there are those who 
will not permit these questions to be asked, nor accept 
an answer contrary to the existing orthodoxy. Hence, 

those who question the acceptable narrative do not 
simply represent a “minority viewpoint” –- although 
they are often a majority viewpoint – but because they 
represent an UNACCEPTABLE viewpoint that cannot be 
permitted expression!  
 
This is a far cry from defending one’s position based upon 
evidence, as in “climate change” or historical revisionism, 
but a demand that the establishment shut down unac-
ceptable viewpoints by any means necessary including 
the law. 
 
With the institutionalization of “political correctness” by 
Cultural Marxists, the concept of hate speech has mor-
phed from a cultural rejection of actual “hateful” speech 
-- once protected by the First Amendment -- to the ex-
pression of any speech not acceptable to an increasingly 
arbitrary and capricious establishment dominated by left-
ists. As a result, we have witnessed the rise of increasing-
ly severe censorship against ordinary conservative and 
libertarian posts by media giants such as Google, Face-
book, Twitter and YouTube.  
 
On the other hand, routinely crude and offensive mes-
saging by the left is tacitly condoned, even as the most 
benign comments coming from the right experience cen-
sorship and their authors given no recourse or redress 
other than to abandon further involvement with the 
company.  
 
The eventual result of this destruction of free discourse is 
the destruction of freedom itself, and may herald a socie-
ty based upon a political-economic system that has prov-
en to be the most murderous in human history. And still 
Americans sit back and hope for better days while we 
watch our liberties and our future disappearing into a 
black hole of censorship that we are not even permitted 
to publicly acknowledge. 

Censorship: The Left’s Black Hole 
By Valerie Protopapas 
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Pat Buchanan once remarked that if the Democrats sub-
mitted a bill to burn down the Capitol Building, the Re-
publicans would offer an alternative amendment to 
phase it in over three years. The Great Buchanan was 
being facetious, but it’s almost come to that: With the 
exception of the Freedom Caucus in the House, few 
“Republicans” have done anything but betray us for dec-
ades.   
 
While President Trump was recently in Europe to com-
memorate the 75th Anniversary of D-Day, the misnamed 
“Senate GOP Leadership” in Washington busied them-
selves by betraying him as they usually do.  
 
Mitch McConnell (R-KY,) Roy Blunt (R-MO,) Joni Ernst (R-
IA,) John Thune (R-SD,) and John Barasso (R-WY) held a 
press conference to announce their opposition to Presi-
dent Trump’s plan to impose tariffs on Mexico until that 
country is no longer a conduit for illegal immigration 
from the shit-holes of Central America.  
 
Each of these Senators routinely run as conservatives 
back home, but are actually whores owned by the K 
Street lobbyists, the Koch Brothers, Wall Street and the 
Chamber of Commies. Their masters routinely march 
them out to support open borders and oppose any com-
mon-sense solutions by President Trump to resolve our 
illegal immigration crisis.   
 
Trump deserves much better than the gutless back-
stabbers who comprise the vast majority of the GOP in 
both houses of Congress. What’s even clearer, THEY 
don’t begin to deserve HIM! It’s high time Mr. Trump 
took some decisive measures to show these quislings 
that most of them would actually be working for a living 
were it not for his coattails and leadership.  
 
Anyone who makes the mistake of contributing to the 
Republican National Committee (RNC,) is merely sup-
porting the very people who have hamstrung and be-
trayed the vast majority of President Trump’s initiatives 
since he took office.  
 
Even worse, during the Mueller investigation, most hid in 
the tall grass where GOP cowards can always be found. 

Few have ever defended Trump and they no longer de-
serve OUR support. Send your campaign contributions to 
the Freedom Caucus in the House, not the RNC.  
 
These are the same bunch who had significant majorities 
in both Houses of Congress for two years but never had 
the balls to repeal ObamaCare, the worst piece of legisla-
tion ever enacted by the U.S. Congress. RINOs cam-
paigned “back home” against ObamaCare and immigra-
tion, but later proved they are just as comfortable in the 
Washington “Swamp” as “Democrats.”     
 
Secondly, President Trump needs to find loyal candi-
dates to challenge Congressional incumbents who failed 
to support him. His phenomenal support among REAL 
Republicans and many “independents” should make it a 
simple proposition to eliminate all those Senate and 
House RINOs who have betrayed us for decades. The 
simplest and most cost-effective way to rid ourselves of 
these worthless swamp-creatures is to “PRIMARY” 
them out of office. 
 
If this tactic doesn’t succeed, then it’s high time Presi-
dent Trump left the so-called Republican Party and 
formed his own third party. The GOP has done little or 
nothing for him, while he has performed an enormous 
service by saving it from its own cowardice and self-
dealing. It could be a very successful strategy for Presi-
dent Trump to start his own party. 
 
Third-Party efforts are rarely successful, but we are living 
in a new and unique political environment. As evidence, 
consider the fact that President Trump’s own party has 
collaborated with the Marxists, queers, vegetarians, nud-
ists and lunatics in the so-called ”Democrat” Party in or-
der to hamstring Mr. Trump’s efforts to halt the invasion 
of our southern border by Third World garbage and crim-
inals. 
 
If President Trump takes 55% of the Electorate with him 
to his new party – as seems likely -- that would leave 
the remaining 45% divided between the Republicrat and 
the Demoblican Parties. This may be an unbeatable 
electoral strategy.  

(Continued on page 43) 

A Trump 3rd Party? 
By Earl P. Holt III 
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Many years ago I had one of those “maxims” that hangs 
on the wall like the old Pennsylvania Dutch adage, “too 
soon old and too late smart.” This one had an illustration 
of two Puritans and the motto was, “No one is perfect 
but me and thee—and I’m not too sure about thee.” I 
should have kept it because it appears to be the motto of 
American conservatives. 
 
While one marvels at the fact that the left consists of an 
amazing collaboration of Muslims, feminists, gays, blacks 
and other assorted psychotics—all of whom cheerfully 
hate each other, while conservatives seem unable to 
maintain simple civility even among those who hold the 
same points of view and vision for the future!  
 
I am reminded of that old New England saying about the 
Cabots and the Lodges, two important Massachusetts 
families; that is, that the Cabots talked only to the Lodges 
and the Lodges talked only to God! The multitude of ex-
amples of internecine fratricide among conservatives is 
without end but at present it is highly visible in arch- con-
servative Ann Coulter’s revulsion with reasonably con-
servative Donald Trump!  
 
Now The Donald is no Ronald Reagan, but Coulter proba-
bly would have rejected Reagan as well. How do I know? 
Because within two weeks of Reagan’s election, Ameri-

can conservatives were calling for his head because he 
hadn’t thrown every liberal out of D.C., as if that were 
even possible! This extremely unrealistic mindset of con-
servatives relative to other conservatives is nothing new. 
It is simply a reiteration of the old Puritan belief that one 
must either be “perfect” or one must be rejected.  
 
I have seen conservatives side with liberals rather than a 
fellow conservative who is not sufficiently “pure!” That 
Coulter should berate Trump when there are so many 
more worthy targets of reproach in the Swamp, defies 
logic. And God knows, the woman isn’t stupid! 
 
Perhaps it has something to do with the moral founda-
tion of conservatism—or at least “paleo-conservatism.” 
Neo-conservatism has no moral foundation that I can 
see. It is simply “big government” conservatism (a la Nix-
on) differing from liberals only with regard to who will 
get to run the show.  
 
On the other hand, “paleo-conservatives” tend to have a 
Scriptural foundation and perhaps that is why they tend 
to insist -- as do many Christian denominations -- that 
only their interpretation is acceptable to God. Maybe 
they should ask the Lodges if that is so, because their 
actions are certainly not helping this country and the 
West. 

 
Teddy Roosevelt attempted to reenter politics by cam-
paigning for the presidency in 1912. After failing to win 
the Republican nomination, he formed the Progressive 
(or “Bull Moose” Party) to oppose Taft, who won the 
GOP nomination. Roosevelt lost because his traditional 

constituency refused to abandon the GOP and follow him 
to his new party.  
 
In contrast, most Trump supporters have remained dis-
gusted with the betrayals of the Republican Party for so 
long that to a man (and woman,) they will follow him to 
any new party. The “independents” are already there.  
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A New York Post article of February 23, 2019, highlighted 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’ lack of a physical presence in 
the neighborhoods that she supposedly represents in the 
House of Representatives. She has no district office or 
local phone number, and apparently cannot be reached 
by constituents. 
 
It is unclear whether the 29-year old freshman Repre-
sentative with the big mouth and an insatiable appetite 
for media exposure – who supposedly represents the 
Bronx and Queens areas of New York City -- actually re-
sides in the Parkchester community she designated as 
home on her voter registration.  
 
The Parkchester planned community and the boroughs of 
Bronx and Queens have been identified as parts of her 
political odyssey, one that led to her rapid rise to become 
“boss” of her Freshman Class in the House. This is the 
most socialist Freshman Class in its 227 year history, and 
her ascendancy was aided and abetted by her constant 
media exposure and the adulation of the Jews' Media.  
 
AOC's spokesman, Corbin Trent, has repeatedly refused 
to answer inquiries about where AOC lives, and no one 
seems to be able to confirm that she lives in the Park-
chester, as indicated on her voter registration. Neigh-
bors and businesses in its vicinity cannot recall ever hav-
ing seen her, kind of like Barack Obama’s tenure at Co-
lumbia University.  

 
With no district office or listed phone number, her brain-
less constituents have resorted to leaving notes on what 
is alleged to be her door at the Parkchester, where some 
think she resides. None have received a response.    
 
Ocasio-Cortez claims Jewish ancestry in the distant past, 
which is quite evident in the “chutzpah” (arrogance) she 
displayed while campaigning. She accused the nine-term 
incumbent Democrat she defeated – Joe Crowley -- of 
being too much a creature of Washington to adequately 
represent the 14th District, since Crowley resides in Vir-
ginia. (At least Crowley had an office in the 14th District 
so his constituents didn’t have to resort to leaving notes 
on some stranger’s door.) 
  
However, AOC is merely following in the footsteps of 
most American politicians of both parties, who carelessly 
neglect those whose support permitted them to rise to 
prominence and elective office in the first place. These 
politicians quickly neglect the interests of voters once 
they achieve their aims, after which the generosity of K 
Street lobbyists tend to dominate their priorities. 
 
Despite being an outspoken socialist, it seems AOC has 
no interest in “socializing” with those who elected her. 
 
G. Orwell 
London, UK 
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